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- Anil Kwnar.
Many times I saw or heard people doing or saying something that
hurt others by causing ,them undu:e ·anxiety, worries or other
troubles. When I inquired l:VhY they did it, they justified their
actions by saying that what theydid' caused the other person
clash, so it.' s good for him or her. It is quite clear to my
mind that it has become too easy for people to justify like this
. their violations of Ahimsa or Satya.

·•·

According to our Ideology, what causes progress is clash and
attraction for the Great. As I understand it, unless the at...:.
traction for the Great is there, clash maY be useless. For example, a materialist who does not even consider the Existence of
God, may and does geta lot of clash in life's school of evolu-•
tion. But where is he going? Hhat is her direction? Is s/he
progressing towards God? ··(And that's the only real progre~s,
isn't it?)
. So this tendency to overemphasize clash, even to willfully cause
it to others, may be useless or even harmfulL After all, .who
. is qualified to judg,e and kno\v what kind of clash may be helpful
. to a person ?-t a_certain time? There are very few people- if
there are "'ariy other 'than the Guru - who can do that. He can
and He does give us the clash we need at any giveri tirrie. I
hc:wen 1 t read that Ba I ba I said to cause each other clash. Rather
He said to love each other; love the whole Hwnanity, the H'hole
Universe.•
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In the same way that, in case of some wrongdoing, the punishment should not exceed the love, so in this case, the clash
should not exceed the love and attraction for our Father. Love
for our brother and sister is love for Him. Service to Humanity is Service to Him-. And Humanity is not some abstract concept; it is you and me, and your wife or husband, your neighbour, your son or daughter, your coworker.• ,..... So why not love
them? Why not alleviate their pains and sufferings? Isn't
that equivalent to loving Parama Purus'a? Love for Him, is not
some abstract, narcissistic emotionalism. It is a practical
expression of helpfulness, gentleness, sweetness on this very
plane, to these people who are around us every day... It is nothing else but love for them..
Let's not be so "altruistic" as to want to cause others clash,
pretending we do it for their own good!!! Let.'s be honest with
ourselves, and them. He said: Honesty in individual life is
a must.. If that is not there, no matter how holy we pretend to
be, our holliness is like a big, shiny baloon: empty.•
Let us love and care for each other and leave the Guru's job
to the One who is really qualified to do it best.. He is doing
His job, let us do ours. #

"Instead of despising those who have
lagged behind, help them to advance.
This alone will be your social dharma."
Ba.• ba,', •.
"You have no right to hate even a single
living creature. What at best you can do
is to serve only.• "
Ba!ba' .•
"If an idea is expressed in two different ways, good and bad,
the (person) will choose the easier and more joyful one. No
matter how benevolent the statement ..... ,. If it is not presented
with joy and overflowing cheerfulness, then though it may be
acceptable to some, it will remain disagreeable and indigestible to the general mass .• "
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- Shrii Shrii A'nandamu.'rtiji
Recently in Thailand, I said something regarding certain
fundamental principles of human life, As these are the guiding
principles .. of life, there is no harm in repeating the c. same
ppints again.
You know, in each sphere of our life we should follow a
code of discipline. Knowing or adhering to the code of discipline means 60% success. To become one with the Supreme Entity, with the Parama Purus'a is an innate human urge. Kllowingly or unknowingly everybody loves the Pararna Purus'a. The
movement of a spiritual aspirant towards this goal is his,.
spiritual progress; and it is achieved through,spiritual cult..
For proper movement, an aspirant should follow certainrules;
should know certain important factors, Regarding t~.ese indispensable items for spiritual progress, Lord Buddha saic;l·that
there are eight·codes. You should remember these points.
. .First is Samyak Darshana. What is Darshana? In ordinary
Sanskrit, Darshana means to see, and in philosophical language,
or in spiritual and psychic strata, Darshana means seeing any:thing with the proper spirit of a scholar, with the spirit of
an·aspirant. Darshana means guiding philosophy.
A man is walking, but if he has no fixed destination, ~11
his endeavours, all his exercise will be meaningleis, A man
may do so many things, but all his gain will be meaningless if
4
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he does not know what his goal is, where he is going. So each
and every man must have a philosophy of life, without which
there cannot be any progress. You should remember, it is the
first point, the first important factor.
The second important factor is Samyak Sam'kalpa. Samyak
means proper. Sam'kalpa means determination. Here, Samyak
Sam'kalpa means proper and firm determination. "I will do it,
I must do it".
This firm determination is the secret of success in each and every human life. Where there is no firm
determination, one will never be successful in any arena of
human life. "I must do it! I must come in contact with the
Supreme Entity! I must be one with the Parama Purus'a". This
is firm determination. So Lord Buddha said that this is the
second important facto-r, the second important principle that
an aspirant must adhere to.
The third item is Samyak Va'k. In Sanskrit, the ordinary
meaning of Va'k is expression of vocal cord, but in philosophical language, Va'k means all the expressions of efferent
nerves. Whatever we see, whatever we touch, whatever we speak,
all these expressions are found. within the scope of Va'k.
Therefore, a man while expressing himself in any stratum of
life, must have proper control over himself, he must have proper control over his sensory and motor nerves. This is Samyak ·
Va k.
You know, Lord Buddha said so many things, but all were
not noted properly. However, the collection of what he himself said in poetic form, is known as Darshan Pada. In the
Darshan Pada, ·Lord Buddha said: "Cak'sun'a' Sam'varo Sa'dhu".
0 spiritual aspirant! 0 Bhik'su! 0 monk! 0 devotee! You
should have proper control 6ver your eyes; whatever will have
bad effect on your mind, yo"u ,inust not see it-. 'Sa,• dhu Sotena
sam'varo'. Whatever will have bad effect on your mind, 0 good
man, you must not hear it. •.qha 1 nena Sam 1 varo Sa'dhu 1 • You
1
should have control over your nose.
Sa'dhu Jibha'ya Sam 1 varo 1 •
You should have control over your taste. 1 Ka 1 yena Sam'varo
Sa 1 dhu'. You should have control over your body-. ·'Sa 1 dhu
Va 1 ca 1 ya Sam'varo 1 • You should have cont:r:ol ov~r your language
a~so; and 'Savvatha Sam'varo Bhi~'sn•:
If you want emancipation,
if you want liberation from wordly fetters, you must have allround restraint. This third item is Samyak Va'k.
The fourth instruction is Samyak A'jiiva. One can earn
money by many unfair means - by stealing, by selling wine, by
1
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money-lending business. There are so many bad things one can
do. A good man should have a clean occupation; he must not be
engaged in unclean means of livelihood. Not only his physical
occupations, but also his mental occupation should be neat,
clean and pure. His objects of thought should be in good
taste, and he should not try to do anything bad to another
good man. This is called Sarnyak A'jiiva, and this is the
fourth item.
Then the fifth is Samyak Vya'ya'ma. You know, many boys
do so many physical exercises to make the body strong. This
is physical exercise. A human entity, hm·rever, is not only
physical. It is physical, mental and spiritual. Physical
exercise is good, but you should do mental exercise and spiritual exercise. In that case, not only the physical body, but
also the psychic body and the spiritual body will be very
strong. A good man, an ordinary man, a farmer, a labourer, a
soldier, a teacher, everybody has got these three bodies.
Practising some physical exercises is good, similarly you
should also practise psychic and spiritual exercises. You
should know the style of exercise from
an A'ca'rya, and you should practise it
regularly, As you eat regularly, as
you bathe regularly, similarly you
should practise these exercises, the
p::;ychic and spiritual exercises regularly. This is the fifth item, Samyak
Vya'ya'ma.
The sixth one is Sarnyak.Karma'nta,
When you start a work, you should finish
the work properly, and in a very nice
way. Don't leave the work in a halffinished condition. The finish should
always be good. The finishing touch
should always be a nice and sweet one.
There are three kinds of men Uttarna (uttama means best); Madhyama
(madhyama means o:t·dinary) ; and Adhama
(adhama means of lower grade), Now
those who come within the lower status
are afraid of doing anything.. "Oh!
These whole-time workers, these Da'da's
6
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and Didis, their life is very troub1esone, they have to undergo
so many troubles, so many afflictions. Oh, it won't be possible for me to accept the life of a r.10nk. It is ve1.-y difficult,'' Similarly, in other spheres of work, these lower-grade
people are afraid of undertaking any challenge. Then, there
arc ordinary-grade people, Hadhyama. They start a work;. suppose, a gentleman of the tovm doesn't know hmv to till the
land. Out of fascination he starts tilling, and then he finds
that it is very troublesome, so he gives up the duty, gives up
the work in a half-done condition. This is what is dr.me by
ordinary people. It is also not good. But the best people
-Utta.'lla, who are they? It is the-ir principle ta feel that
"l~hen I have started a work, I must complete it in a nice lvay,
in a fine way, in an excellent way." The Lord Buddha said,
Samyak Karma 'nta; i.e. Hhen you have started a work, you r:mst
finish it in a nice way.
The seventh advice is Samyak Smrti. In Sanskrit, Smrti
means memory. h'hat is memory? Whenever you see, or you hear,
or you smell something with the help of your efferent or afferent organs, what happens? Your mind gets compartmentalised.
One portion of the mind takes the subjective form, and another
portion takes the objective form. You are seeing a tiger.
One portion of your mind becomes the seer and another portion
of your mind takes the form of the tiger; then you think that
you are seeing a tiger. Now after sometime, when you can
create the tiger once a day in your mind, without seeing a
tiger, you are creating the tiger in the objective portion of
your mind. This re-creation of tiger in your mind is called
Smrti or memory.
Then what is Samyak Smrti? You boys and girls, you know·
that one should go on repeating one's Is't'a Mantra. Always
you are doing your work, but you are not repeating your Is't'a
Nantra in your mind, lfuy? Because you have forgotten the
fact that you should repeat it in your mind. Your memory is
not strong. That's why you have forgotten it. Here Lord
Buddha said, Samyak Smrti, that is, you must not forget, you
nust never forget that it is your forenost duty to take the
name of the Lord, to repeat your Is't'a }!antra. It is Samyak
Snrti, proper ~e~ory.
The last item is Samyak Sama'dhi, i.e,., proper suspension
of nind. hben you are hearing an excellent expression of music,
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your mental object is that music, and while hearing, your subjective mind gets suspendec:l in that objective portion.• · I t is
suspension of mind in hearing.•. Similarly when you see. a rose,
while seeing the rose, you are very much charmed by the beauty
of the rose; so your subjective mind gets merged with your objective mind, that is, with the rose. It is suspension in the
rose. Similarly, while meditating on. the Supreme Entity, the
ParamaPurus'a, your mind gets suspended in Hilll;· It is proper
Sama'.dhi; it is proper suspension of mind.
These are the eight-fold codes of discipline, an indispensible part o;f an, aspirant.' s life. You sllOuld always remember
that for pr()per. su~cess, t.o p.ttain the Supreme Bliss, adherence
to these eight-fold codes of discipline is a must. You should
always keep this in mind,. if
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8-FOLD CODE OF DISCIPLINE:
Guiding philosophy.
Proper and firm determination.
Proper control over sensory and motor nerves.

(All-round
restraint).
Physical and mental occupations should be neat, clean and
pure.
Practise of physical, mental and spiritual exercises regularly.
Finishing of each work in a very nice way.
Remember to repeat your Is't'a Mantra.
Proper suspension of mind.
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News

- A'c. Da'nesha'nanda Avt.
ATLANTA REGION:
Food distribution continuing on a regular basis in Charleston,
Asheville, and Atlanta. Dharma'nanda is working on establishing
the Industry Nountain Nuffins. It is going well. Dada Raman_' a
toured the region. He has been out of the region for some time,
due to sectorial responsibilities and sickness.
BOSTON REGION:
The food distribution program in New Haven is feedingmore than
a hundred people every day. Shiva has started a small school
in Springwater, New York. Several shipments of rare plants
were sent to India.
CHICAGO REGION:
Ram from Carbondale, Illinois donated five acres of land, which
can be used as a farm. Dada Bha'vamukta'nandaji produced a
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new book called THE WAY OF TANTRA; it is professionally laid
out and printed, and will be an excellent pracar tool.
DALLAS REGION:
Several thousand people fed in San Antonio. The Medical Clinic
is serving many people in need. Dada Kamalakrs'n'aji did pracar
in several. places around Texas and Oklahoma. LFT Dhyanesha
went to.India to be New York sector representative in Central
Office.
DENVER REGION:
Seminar for new people in Denver. Anil Kumar's and Ketana
Devii's son had his Ja'takarma on July 10. His name is Ta'rakanatha, which means the Lord of Liberation. Many people continue to be fed by the emergency food pantry, operated by Mahajyoti and Arun. 87 rare and interesting plants were collected
and sent to India. A baby girl was born to Nirmoha andBill
on August 4.
KINGSTON REGION:
Didiji Shiikha started a children's horne and ali AMPS unit in
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic. Many sisters were initiated
and some are ready to be LFT. Work is going on to gather students for the school to open September 1st, and she is also
hoping to open a second school. Dadaji Rudranatha originally
from Nigeria arrived in Kingston, Jamaica.
LOS ANGELES REGION:
Dadaji Shubhamaya 'nanda visited Hawaii. He conducted seminars
in Honolulu, Pahoa, Mauii and Hilo. Several initiations were
done. Bope to start a new unit Mt, Shasta.
MEMPHIS REGION:
Seminars by Didiji A'nanda Locana in Memphis.
and· sada vrata.

Prabhat Samgiit

MINNEAPOLIS REGION:
The summer retreat was conducted at our land in Willow Springs,
Missouri. Sudhiira is living on the land and he did a lot of
work to prepare it for all the people to come, A Dharmacakra
hall, a dormitory and bathrooms were constructed. More than
10
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130 people attended the program.
also visited their master unit.

During the retreat the sisters

MONTERREY REGION:
Dadaji Yajinavalkya toured the entire region. A new school
was started near Tampico. Special sada vrata was done regularly
in several places. Dadaji Sumantra'nanda visited new places
in Durango and Baja.
MEXICO CITY REGION:
A summer school was started in Cuernavaca, More1os. Special
sada vrata done regularly in Mexico City. Didi A'nanda Kaoveriiji secured a new sisters' jagrti in Mexico City and started
a childrens' home.
OTTAWA REGION:
Dadaji Ranajita did pracar in many places around Eastern Canada.
A small home was started in Cornwall. Plans for a school in
Ottawa.
PANAHA REGION:
Dadaji Jagapal and Dadaji Citsvarupa'nanda travelled around
doing pracar in many places in Guatemala.
PHILADELPHIA REGION:
Sada vrata regularly in Washington DC and Philadelphia. Special
Prabha't Sam'giit programs by Arun in and near Philadelphia.
SEATTLE REGION:
A new home started in the Eugene Jagrti by Adhyatma. The home
is serving retardedyouth. Dadaji Anainjana did pracar in many
places. Dadaji Bha'vamukta'nanda is the new regional secretary.
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(Auto-biographical)

- by Nagina'
Translated by Shrii Mangal Bihriji.
PART 6 - SALUTATIONS TO BA'BA' WHO GRANTS THE HEART'S DESIRES!
-----(Continued from last issue).
In the summer of 1954, I had to go to Monghyr on Gov't
Monghyr was within my jurisdiction at that time,
There I stayed with a colleague of mine; this gentleman
was also a disciple of Ba' ba '·· He was somewhat flabby in body
and had an impression that his growth was increasing day by
day.. Every second or third month he had to go in for a new
pair of pants, as the earlier one would be too small for him,
He was quite concerned at the growth rate of his fatness. On
the doctor's advice he was now dieting, though I did not know
about it earlier. When I stayed with him that was his condition.
I had to dine with him, but while I was served with rich food
at dinner, he was served only two chapatis and some green vegetables. I inquired about this distinction in his diet, at which
point he narrated his story as above. While hearing him I
noticed that although he was fond of good food, yet he was constrained to take a poor diet on the advice of his doctor, so I
inquired as to whether his desire for tasty and good food had
died.. He admitted that he was fond of good food, but was helpless as the doctor had threatened that fatness would lead to
high blood pressure and heart trouble and this fear forced him
to accept a meagre diet. I was somewhat pained to listen to
him and I inquired as to why he had not requested Ba'ba' to find
some cure for this. He inquired, "Would Ba'ba' be kind enough
duty,
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to do so?" I told him that if his prayer was sincere, he
certainly would. After the day's office \vark, we \-Tent for
Ba'ba' Darshan in the evening. Jamalpur is some eight kilometres from Honghyr.. He reached there before Ba' ba' started
for His house. When Ba=' ba' came, we saluted Him and accompanied Him on His walk. Hhen Ba.' ba' reached the field and sat
down on the grave, I mentioned about the fatness of my brother
sa'dhaka and told Him the whole story. I told Ba'ba' that he
was yearning for good food, but had no courage to eat it due
to the doctor's advice and the fear of illness. This \vas
leading to increased weakness as he was dissatisfied with his
diet. Ba 1 ba' laughed heartily at this and said: "I will
teach him a posture - he should practice it and eat good food
to his heart's content. Let him drink ghee in pots and he
will melt away."
The next day that gentleman learned that A'sana and started
taking natural good food again as before. He stayed for sometime in Nonghyr and follatved Ba' ba.' s advice. Gradually he began
to reduce. Thereafter he was transfered and I lost track of
him. On the evening of 31st December 1954, he suddenly arrived
at my residence in Begusarai and asked me whether I recognised
him. It was really difficult to recognise him by sight, but I
recognised his voice. He had become so thin that I did not
recognise him, and I asked in surprise how he had become so
thin. l.Jas he alright in health? He replied, "Normally my
health is O.K. and there is no dearth of physical vitality.
But as you requested Ba.'ba' to reduce my fat, I request you to
accompany me and request Him that my reduction should now stop.
You see, the situation is that my pants have to be reduced in
size again and again, and, even after tying the belt, the pants
do not stay in place.. As tomorrow is the first day of the new
year, let us go and have Ba'ba' Darshan and I shall request
llim kindly to put a limit to my growing thinness also." Now
these days I was under punishment arid therefore felt quite sad
and did not want to go myself, so I advised him to go alone and
request Ba 1 ba' Himself as per his heart 1 s desire. Ba.' ba' Himself was full of kindness and could not see any of His disciples
in pain. He would certainly grace him with a solution. He
accepted my advice and went alone. I met him after quite a long
time and found that now he tvas neither fat nor thin. I am not
sure if A'sanas alone reduced his fat. Certainly it was the
miracle of Ba' ba·' s Grace along Hith A' sanas, that he reduced
13
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himself so much and get retained his physical health and vigour.
After sometime I was informed that my senior had been
transferred to Delhi and the one who was replacing him was
somewhat known to me, I breathed a sigh of relief thinking
that it was the end of daily dissentions and mental tensions.
While I was pulling on well with my new boss, I heard that I
was myself transferred elsewhere. Although the order had not
been received so far, I wanted to stay at Bhagalpur. So I
went to Ba'ba' to request Him that I wanted to stay at Bhagalpur, Rev, Ba'ba' said, "No, now you are not needed at Bhagalpur, so you will have to leave there.," I insisted that I
might be allowed to stay at Bhagalpur. Ba'ba' enquired "Why?"
I gave two reasons, Firstly, I did not want to go farther
away from Ba'ba', and secondly, my transfer at that juncture
would not be viewed with respect by the public. Ba'ba' said,
"This is not a matter of your choice. You will have to go
where I consider proper for you." Even so I continued to request Ba'ba' and Ba'ba' finally answered me that my departure
. for Bhagalpur will be respected, Ultimately, this happened,
After sometime, I received my orders of transfer at Begusarai.
Begusarai was nearer to Jamalpur than Bhagalpur, although beccause of the necessity of crossing Ganges and changing trains
it took slightly longer
to reach Jamalpur.
Even so, I was happy
that I was near Ba'ba'.
I was given an official
farewell with full respect, Begusarai was
also within the jurisdiction of my new boss.
Thus Ba'ba' granted me
both my desires and I
was overjoyed. I was
feeling very happy as
I had been granted
blessings as per my
heart's desire, The
blessings had actualised
themselves in reality,
Why should one then not
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feel overwhelmed with joy? These happy vibrations created an
unprecedented faith in Sa'dhana' and even stronger devotion in
Rev. Ba'ba'. Hy faith in Rev. Ba'ba' became firmer. His Liila
is wonderful and mysterious.
Since June 1956, when I shifted to Begusarai, I used to
make it a point to go every month for Ba'ba' Darshan on a
holiday; generally, when I reached there, in evening walks
Ba'ba' would not take any one else with Him. I, therefore,
had the good fortune to be with Him for nearly three hours.
Today people crave such proxim.i ty to Ba' ba.' .• Once during the
rainy season when I started from Begusarai, the sky was clear
and there was no sign of rain. But by the time I reached Ba'ba's residence, the sky became overcast with dark clouds. It
was thundering and lightning again and again. Ba'ba's residence
doors were closed and I was standing on the platform in front
in the expectation of the doors opening. As yet it had not
started raining, still, in looking at the sky, I was regretted
forgetting to bring my umbrella. Heanwhile, the door opened
and I saluted Ba'ba' as He emerged from the house with an
umbrella. After blessing me, Ba'ba' asked whether I had brought
an umbrella. I replied in the negative. Ba'ba' said that one
umbrella would not be able to protect the both of us; the cl0uds
were dense and it would rain., He then asked me to sit down
there for conversation. Ba'ba' seated himself on a chair and
I sat on a wooden plank lying in front. · After a little while,
Ba'ba' said, "Nagina', let us go for a walk." I said, "Ba'ba'
I have no umbrella nor is there any change of clothes with me
either. If I get drenched, I would be in trouble. I would
stay overnight 1-rith Vindeshwaraji and then leave in the morning."
By now Vindeshwaraji had also been initiated. Even before he
was initiated, I used to stay with him whenever I went to Jamalpur. Even so Ba'ba' said, "Let us go for a walk." I follow·ed Ba' ba' quietly. Ba' ba' walked at the same speed, and
covered the same distance as on other days. The time taken
was also the same. After the walk, we sat for a long time at
the grave. During the walk Ba.'ba' said, "The day I do not walk,
I don't take my dinner. Therefore, my mother wants that I should
go for a walk everyday. lf.hether it may have been storming or
raining, if I had not come today, I would not have taken my
dinner also, and my mother would not have liked my going to
bed without dinner~ Hence, I have to go for a walk in all con-

~
~-
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ditions .• " As long as I was with Ba' ba,', I continued to listen
to His enlightening talk. As Ba'ba•' walked and sat on the grave,
the sky turned blacker and blacker. Simultaneously, lightening
and thunder were also becoming more frequent., It appeared as
if someone was holding the rain back and the clouds were bursting with thunder to show their determination to rain,. Ba:' ba'
was sitting peacefully on the grave, as if nothing was happenning, while all the time I was apprehensive that, if it rained,
I would be completely drenched, and would be quite unfit to
travel with these clothes tomorrow·. At about nine Ba' ba;' looked
at the sky and said, "Nagina.'! Let us go,. Now it may rain any
moment." Thus saying Ba•' ba,' started to walk back home.. On the
way Ba' ba•' enquired as to where I was going to staYr• I informed
Him that I was staying with VindershwarajL Ba' ba•' stopped for
a moment on the main road infront of His gate and told me:
"Double up f.rom here Nagina1'· and rush back,.. Now the rain would
no longer be held back,." I rushed and reached the house of VindershwarajL As soon aslgot under his roof, it started raining
heavily. Big drops were falling and I saw from under the roof
that Ba' ba,' was holding the umbrella in one hand and raising
His dhoti upto the ankles with the other hand and was walking
in that heavy rain-. How kind is Ba.' ba.' .• He did not allow even
a drop of rain to fall on me and yet He is walking in this
pouring rain with an umbrella in His hand! Now I understood
how Bar' bar' protects His. spiritual daughters and sons.. He hears
the difficulties Himself and protects His devotees,. I was fortunate to experience it in my own case;•. Praise be to BAr' BA·'·
and His Greatness!
BA.'BA' NA'M KEVALAM! :/F

(To be continued),•.
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- A'c. Yatiishvara'nanda Avt.
[The following is the edited transcription of
a talk given by S.S. A'c. Yatiishvara'nanda
Avt. in Denver bef_ore the 16 points check up].
You know that as ma'rgiis our mission i:o
to do something in this life. It is important
that each one of us deeply understands where
one stand& as a person in the society. Ba'ba'
is pushing us through all obstacles and struggles. Plany times, due to our human weaknesses, we surrender to
these problems instead of facing them. This surrendering to
the problems is not our true human nature. Only animals are
~ms, ~!~<:':~~l:eo_J?I~-~itfi anlmar
u.atuJ;e, a;GL_~id of anything that happeJ!§..__UL.tl:le.m_. But. for
those who are real human beTngs, ITis-extremely difficult to
shake up such persons Hith a real human personality. They 1vill
face any amount of obstacles very boldly because they knmv, it
is they who are going to solve them; because they know, no one
else is going to face a problem on their behalf. lfuatever problems there may be,·may be in individua-l life, may be in family
life, may be in social life; but you are born with the problems;
problems are not uncommon, but they are there nonetheless. As
long as we are·here the problems will be too, and the problems
have to be solved. But they are not going to·be solved by
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ordinary people; they have to be solved only by those people
w_g--9_ have the c-ou~~g;~2 Jll.QL1ll~::ter~siog, and
~et>"tu·gy;·-~Tfiey alone w1ll be ab~e to solve the problems.
~' ba' has·said this many many times.) And many times we think
mentally, due to the innate weaknesses we have, that "it is
not possible for me". That impossibility thinking should not
be there in any mind; we must never allow ourselves to be. in
the position to say, "It is not possible for me"; the mind
thinks: "This microscopic mind is unable to even grasp the
monumental scope of the problem.." The problem may be bigger,
but still we must have the courage and determination; then,
yes, it is possible the problem might not get solved. But then
how can we be that particular kind of person who can face the
problems and solve it? For this Ba'ba.' has given us the 16
points •. When the 16 points were introduced, I remember so
many clashes, innumerable clashes: "Why?" You know, that's
one thil;lg New York Sector is famous for, this "why?" Anything
you are given, a nice thing or not, - "Why?" This "why?"
bussiness has created so many problems.. You know, you create
a problem when before understanding, you put up this "why?"
Particularly on the Spiritual level, in the Spiritual field,
;ypu l)lust remember that in the relationship of disciple and
Guru there is no "why"-. !Vflat the Guru~says, t~-£ol
.lmm....J-..t~
Because the Guru knows what you really need. You
don't always know what you need, but He knows better than anyone what you need. Many of us never vnderstood this. It's a
very simple factor. Instead, we always ask these questions,
"Why should I do.it?" "Why should I not do this?" This so
c~.~£.~ is..-aiill,.l]._(C.£Lb]g_. onl,y~ in~ thEL,.;r;:g_lat.iYfU;~ut
when it .comes to Absolute Truth, there is no relativity. When
the Guru says ''It is good and you have to follow it", it. is
good for you! .lolheiL...a._mG-t·h~ gives 00-r-eh-i--l<L.s.ome.....m~d.i..cine.,..~it
1)1~~.-bitt.er..,_ ... Ql.d.Lm.oth_~J;'_ _t~~~l!:.~t~ ___gQ"Qg .•£.or~"the....Ql:l.:ild .•
But the child says to the mother, "I'mnot goint to drink it."
In .America, they follow it because, you know, ••.•.• "active
listening".. In active listening the mother might well say,
"Oh, my child is telling me something, so I have to listen to
my child." All ridiculousness, because when a mother really
knows what the child needs, she will make her child do it.
Similarly, the Guru is like a mother and a father... The Guru
knows. what we need. According to our need, He gives to us.
~tne is 16 p~.
There are so many mental problems,
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psychological problems, social problens;
the only way, the only solution is 16
points, there is really no other solution-. In the 16 points system everything
is contained. Some of us tried right from
the very beginning, but we had that expectation, "Hell, I'm going to do this;
let me see what happens •••• " Expectation
is another problem. Spiri.E§l~'
on~rowth,'il' continual growth. 'Growth
i;- ~~t-j_lil:£for today o'!'__t_oli19~!;'I:.oJ•; it is
an-~oi;:g-··tlii'hg;·-·Eventually the goal
will be attained, maybe tomorrow, maybe
the day after tomorrow. You never know;
today you follow 16 points, tomorrow you
don't, so your growth is stunted. The
growth is continual; it keeps on moving
and moving. S..Q_Ql~ .. !.~. pg!n.t:.~ 13yste_rn is a
ms:.a.sJ.u:i.ng ...x:Qd, i t is the only source of inspiration, it is the
only way of making ourselves True Human Beings. And ev~ntually
it will make us Divine. Ba'ba,' has personally taken this load,
a very big load, on Himself and He has taken the responsibility.
That.'s most important; He has personally taken the responsibility. He has said many times to us that, "It is my duty to
make my sons and daughters, those who are doing sa'dhana' sincerely, those who are trying to follow their spiritual path,
it is my duty to make them Saints." I have personally heard
this from Him many times.. This great Mission exists, He has
come, and He is putting so much energy and so much time into
it; He is giving His time. His Energy. His Body. His Spirit·.
Everything. He is giving all of this to us. Bur for what?
To make us noble, to make us humble, to make us saintly. Because this is the only way; there is really no other solution
for the Human Problem: First of all He is making leaders;
this is how He is solving the problem. Remember, _He is not
trying to create another economi'c structure, that would be a
wrong approach. Actually what He is doing is creating leaders.
He has given basic policies but He is ieally making Leaders.
He is making visionaries; He is making intuitively motivated
personalities because it is impossible for policies to create
these great personalities. Economic theory is riot going to
make a person a great Saint; only the Guru can make a person a
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great Saint. But He wants to make all of us great Saints; then
and only then will you be able to solve all those economic, social, political~ educational, cultural, any problem. We an:!
here for that. But the Guru's duty is to make us grea~person
alities. --so-He is trying constantly, every minute, every second; He is giving so much. That's why He started Dharma Samiks'a. Even though not very many people got the opportunity
to have it, Dharma Samiks'a was to purify all of us and put us
on the right track. But unfortunately many of us put one step
forward and then went about ten steps backwards. This is what
has happened and is happening unfortunately. But we cannot
allow ourselves to be in that situation any more. We've got to
constantly keep trying. Whatever the obstacles, keep striving,
because you know very well deep down inside that the main concept for a Spiritual aspirant is that when you are moving along
the Path, make sure that you've got Someone else closely following you. That means the Guru; He is always by your side.
This is also a realization; this is what we call faith, this is
wha.t we call devotion. You know many times as rna 'rgiis we have
discussed among one another "Oh, I am a Devotee." But what does
that mean, ".P.J;>.YQ!=:~t<2.n"? J:_!,_1ll~~a,_n~,f~iJJJ~__1;he__.Er.e.s.Q.ng@_.o..f- the
G..!lil:l whereveLY~QU
That is the basic. concept of Devotion.
But l{you--really believe in the core of your heart, and can
say to yourself that "m] Ba'ba', my---G..urJL.i§_~!ways by_~x__sJ:~~~:,
then any amount of problems, .any probl.§.!!l1 .---Y.Qli__wil1.__ solv~ But
definitely it is-natural thatHe is also going to give us tests.
Tests will be there, but after the test you will see the solution
is coming. First of all He is giving us a lot of tests.. He is
testing your mind, He is ~-.thing, but He is a1:!iaYS by
;yet~J.::._S.id~,.• _ Eventuarryyou see that you have surrendered everything Tava Dravyam Jagad Guru: "Oh Guru You can do it, I cannot do it." Total surrender He wants, not your ego. First of
all, your ego says, "OK I can do it, I have the capacity to do
it." The ego pushes you: "I will do it, anyway; let me see."
So you go ahead and do it. But what happens finally? You go
through the defeat, you go through all the psychic clash, all
the mental clash, and your ego is defeated finally. So what is
the solution? I f you -~_'l.:'~-l!L~L..9,.t?_ygtiona.l....J>.e.nt.iment,. like

are.

~~r~u~~~-;:;a~:ar: :~t~g;lll~~,h:~rm:~-?.- i~o s~i~~~:P-£~\~k~e k~~w

always with me, He is going to help me." Tgat constant faith,
that constant feeling, that "He is with me",)hat will push you
_/
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all the way and eventually you will see the problems are Bolved,
And I have seen it even recently when I was in Calcutta. So
many unbelievable things you would never expect to happen, and
they happen to test your faith. But in order to test your
Guru, first test yourself.. How much faith do you have? Don't
test your Guru before that. Do you have that full faith, that
100% faith? Even 1% less is not going to help in any manner.
But how to have that faith? I know you have that question; you
want to have that faith! What can you do? Tools are there:
the 16 points,. How many of us are trying to follow 16 points?
Diligently? Trying? Not to worry, "Oh I am not follm;ing
that"; just try. We are not perfect, but that doesn't mean we
cannot be perfect tomorrow. I can be perfect tomorrow.. Today
I may not be but tomorrow I wil~e! Do we have the moral guts,
the internal feeling, to say, I will be tomorrow? You don't
have that feeling, yet, Because many things happen to you,
weaknesses and so many other things, and you forget that. So
Ba'ba' has come forward and really wants for all of us ma'rgiis
to be strong, very strong. There cannot be any kind of compromise when it c0ii1e'S to morality.. No compromise whatso6oV'er will
be permitted, I am reinforcing this statement again. When it
comes to morality there are two kinds of it: One. is . spiritual
~ality ~h~ -;if:te::r::":f&-:s'O~c:n:1rr"moratity; is
moraTi'fy-because we live in the society.~ We don't live in the
jungle; we live in society. There are social codes Ba'ba' has
given: Carya'carya Part I, Carya'carya Part II, Carya'carya
Part III.
If you don't know them, you better start
-readTilg-rrgh.F'f'rom tociay. so cary a •IT; and III are the
social code of conduct. Margiis,
everyone, we are all living in
the society, we are all bound
by our social conduct, we are
bound by our social rules,
social conditions, social
situations. He cannot avoid
them because we form a
society. So in order to
form a structured society
we have to have certain conditions and rules by which

There
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people will be able to move in unison towards the Goal - Parama
Purus' a.. Ba' ba' has defined society, and in that kind of society we have to have Carya'carya Parts I, II, III being followed by all of us. How many of us have read "Human Society"
P~"~ll Ba' ba' gives specifically in it~ dir_s:ctions
teacheJ;:fu__fo:r:-~gr_~;>~_,. for-ctoc.tor~:~~~f<5i~Jc.tmily persons, everybody;
He has very purpos~:f~iiiy .. designated all the conditions. So as
family people, as single people, as people wanting to be married,
as people wanting to become wholetimers, we are the people who
are making the structure.
We are going to be the future forerunners and our children
will be the future vandguards. The children have to be what we
want them to be, so we must always think: "What am I feeding
to my children, what is the actual treasure I am giving them?"
Money cannot be it, money is here today and gone tomorrow. But
the ];:'eal wg~aLtlL.L~.can__ giYE:! tQ my"_children is~ a spiritual wealth,
because--that wealth w-ill sustain them, that wealth .;,ill make
them-g~~t--peisona1Hies. The only thing you can offer your
"chiTd;· -the ·only real source of wealth you can give to your
children is spiritual wealth. Really speaking we all know how
many children beat themselves to death because their parents
l;eft them money; they are killing each other off because so much
property w-as left behind and each one wants it divided so that
she or he can get the maximum money. So money is not ii solytion;
money is only a relativefCJ.c:::tor. What Ba.'l)a1 is trying to give
us~True HumanWealth-. And Human Wealth means spiritual factors. So 16 points~ and within the 16 points Carya'carya parts
I, II, III, constitute one of the moral aspects and we must start
following them from this day. Under any circumstances, never
allow these rules to be thrown out. You are to understand them,
and i.f you don't ung_~r..s.ta:tUL...them..,.then Ba' ba' says to do svadhy~
Svadhyaya is there to make us understand, to clar~t
we don't~ know, let us discuss what it means. So in all this
discussion you can always understand; _t:t;J'"__to ...dis.cJJSS. And our
discussio~~-J!.~me eve.JL..mo.r..e---f-rttit-:f.u-L.when_bf_e~o Sa' dhana'.
By doing Sa' dhana' the mind becomes clearer, and_whe.U::~:tfi£Linind
is clear--·-nre Ifoi!!~also--be.co;~- clearer·. --l}nct/when the points
~you will ~J)e·a:bie--~t-o····foll·ow them. It won't be too
difficult for you; you must just understand what it means in
your heart. So first, understanding is very important. Then,
number two, following them to most minute detail. You will feel,
you will see the effect.

for
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The main

~eason

why our society

breaks··apart-ht~=a.v.er:V:=s~c~to.r+··e:veri__ _

[

to this day, is divorce. Single
persons' probfem.s;whether i t is
single brothers or single sisters.
There is a continuity and now again
it seems like in 1971. There have
been continuous problems, and it
seems they are increasing, not diminishing. One time Ba' ba' sai.cLthat
··-~------···
~'eyen though I have given a divorce for
a partlcu'farfactOf, if any person. really
aske·d-·me
wlTCnever ac·e:-ep-t: ·a.n:y-:-~o· .
He
C!.oe.sn·•--Cwanf ciivorces: He'wan:t; society to follow the real social
structure. Social structure means family; families are the care
of the societ~·--wtthouETamTlTes;~-s()crety will never move; there
is no social structure-at___ii1T.wit]1out--f~ily:·-s·o fainiTy means
children, father and mother; a unique structure in itself. That
means mutual respect between husband and wife and the children.
So the whole structure has to be solid. Where the structure is
not solid, Jad'asphota happens because there is no mutual cohesive force to hold it together. But what are the forces tha~
are responsible for ma~i.rrg_ your family come t:gggJ,:her? Comr;a:ssion,
pure ~ffectionat_E! .. l_g-y-e: bettde·e-n:-:=f!lis"tiiii:lci;w:Lfe ...and chi1dr~- For:.-:gi"Y:eil.e.s..s.:=g}vfngness, no selfj_~hD.es.s.. You've got to be sacrr:-·-·
ficing something·. ··Tne-wTt"e.inay nee'd something - "Let me give.,.
Sometimes the husband will need something - "Let me give ...
Givingness is very important. In a materialistic ~~i~JI people
ctirid.e: ---·".,...-You do. five, I'll do five.
-But_lli_a.mature society--····
--.
there is no measi.t.rlng; i t is the collective responsibility.
If
..__,___
....___..'§omeone can. do ~t ~t ~s fine. But say someone couldn't do sorileth ~ng; maybe-~~-G~.=~~~;·::r;;;ob±em. Thenl:e~t'-r;;-ct;;--i"t"!"~'~That~-·
i-s-·a--IJtl:'rtOitheH~an flow, that is apaTror·the--famtly flow.
We are unable to have that kind of feeling because we are not
yet incorporating all of the conditions and factors that Ba'ba'
has given us with the 16 points.
So, honestly, Ba'ba' has beco!ile very -very - very serious
about this. He is becoming so extremely serious about this, because He said it is the main reason why New York Sector is suffering. For twenty days I represented the entire sector for
Sectorial Dharma Samiks'a and I did that Dharma Samiks'a for
you all. This was not an individual Dharma Samiks'a, but rather
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the Sectorial Secretary was responsible; I was standing in
front of Ba'ba' for the entire Sector. ~~ha~-~h~d me
t~_ID!!! .._<:~f~_!:_E}_::; ~-ector Bince1971.
Ba'ba' said "Cgme._ori, my
boy, see the film since 1971, sil1Q~ you.wE!1lt: t:o .Ainer_j,<;:9,Lwhat
h·ave--you:-1:5-een
T started seeing everything. Ba I ba I
star-t:eu-t--e--1-lin-g·me ev~rything: What~tne·"Ha• r'gils are doing in
the sector, what the A'caryas are doing in the sector, everything. vlliat could I say? I would just put my hands up crying
in total surrender and I knew. Ba'ba' asked "Is it not true?"
and I said "Yes, Ba'ba'; yes Ba'ba'." Because I know it's
happening: Ha'rgiis are not following 16 points, they are
eating ta'masik food, their social life is very bad, their family life is even worse. ~o-pJ..e.,.._y..ou--WGu-1-dn.Lt;.....tJelj.J:!Ve
what He said: No respect to the A'carya_s_,_.no--t-es-peeio·-to.the
.family peonle. .. He-salct-so--many-thi~g~. Not individually, not
pointrilg--~ut specific persons, but in a general, collective way.
He put a picture in front of me and it was totally correct, you
know, 100%. This is the main reason why the sector is not
improving, why there is no organizational progress. If we don't
correct these factors now, there is no solution to the problem.
So all S.S.s, S.G.s and Central Didis received maximum punishment on your behalf. We are responsible for not giving you all
proper direction. So I took anything, whatever Ba'ba' wanted
to give me, but finally Ba'ba' told me, "I am sending you back
and it is your duty to infuse the proper spirit among the ma'rgllS·. From now onwards I would like to hear the proper message
about nevl life in N, Y•. Sector." So Ba' ba' has given specific
direction once again: Organizational direction and spiritual
direction. Spiritually He wants you all to have 16 points charts
from now onwards. Keep it; it may be personal and you may not
want to show it to anyone else. That's up to you. Just keep
it, and review your previous day when you get up in the morning.
How many of us are doing Paincajanya? The very spirit of
Paincajanya is to give us the spirit of Sa'dhana' during the
Brahma Mahurtah. Ba'ba' used to tell us to get up early; it is
nothing new, getting up at 5:00 am. Ta~k to ~Yo~i-Bha]an
(3-H~p-1-e--;· they~ge.L.up__at_...l:DO--am·r· T~l1fto the ___Har.i--KI'sria
p.e..o.pl.e, J~h~Y gE!!..J!:J2._at 3:00 am.
Only in ·.iPnanda-Ma'rga do we
_g_e.L..u.P-M..:.-.~eY~~i._o~c:.lSiciS~;~ Aii 0 th ~fim.i'.Lt:Ual:.~gr..O.u'ps-::a"f..e.::u:i): at
3:00 am. They beat the drums and ''ake up the Gods and Demi-gods
·an-;:rc;;;k all kinds of things and do everything. Only in A' nand a
Ma'rga there is real God - Ta'raka Brahma - so we think we can

seeing?"...
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wake up at 7:00 am. See the difference? The real God and the
Demi-gods. When the real God is present, then I can wake up
at 7:00am; because I have a real Guru it's OK, I don't have
to do anything •••• This is what you call spiritual lethargy and
spiritual ego - too much ego, This ego needs to be crushed and
that is possible only if you do your work diligently. So for
Paincajanya, getting up early in the morning, just go to bed a
little bit earlier, that's all. You can get up if you go to •
bed by 10:30 pm. I know sometimes you need to sleep for six
or seven hours. But not ten hours; only buffalos slee.£_JQ-r...~O
hours, not human beings. You must be~lQurnan oerllgs with a
senseof-Mlssi;~~-a-·sense of Ideology. Indira Ghandi has no
ideology, yet she sleeps only three and a half hours a night.
What makes her sleep for only 3~ hours a night? At least she
is thinking, she runs the country, that she has got India in
her hands. So that is the momentum she gets. ~.J7b~ .Je~.~;
they do,n't sleep excessively • .And--w~e__th.a..futqD;Ll.e.ade.rs·.-:
We are going to be spirituall~strong as .B. a.'ba' wants t.o create
leadership among ourselves. Q: am telling you, i f you do Sa'dhana' properly, if you do a·. sanas·. pr.op. erly, if you~ Paincajanya,
your sleeping hours will automatically be reduced; you just
won't need to sleep as much.
· ·
The point is, we have to infuse the Spirit, "I have to do
my sa'dhana'.," If you have that spirit, you will be ableto
get up at 5:00 am. Just please try. Then Prakrti will help
you. Prakrti helps in two ways: Shehas·Sattavagun'a and she
has Tarnogun' a.. If you want to take tht;! help of Sattavagun' a,
no problem; she helps you. But if you want to take the help of
25
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of Tamogun'a, she is ready too. Never fol)-'?w Tamogun'a. "Oh
my Nother, I want to get up at 4:30 am." Q2u'll get up because
you wJt~-d. something good in your .·1· ~fe; you .wanted for the whole
world. ~ther Nature will help yo~~ It is the responsibility
the Lo d·has given to Her. "You better wake up this boy, this
girl." She has to do it. In the beggining you may have to use
an alarm clock. But as Sa'dhana' becomes better, you'll see.
So right from the very beginning, go to the 16 points step
by step in your personal life. There are so many problems, so
many: Stomach problems, ulcers, this disease, that disease.
Why? Because we are not following these 16 points properly.
If you follo~-1 16 points properly, you won't have any problems
in future; no psychic, no physical problems, because Ba'ba' has
given them for our physical, mental and spiritual progress.
Everything is there in 16 points, everything. There are practices for every aspect - physical, physico-:psychic, psychic
and spiritual. Then there is service, all kinds of services.
Ba'ba' said to all of us: "Establish yourselves in Kar.JJ:@ Yoga."
That is His word to all of ~ "Establish yourself in K~ma
Yoga." So also I am telling you: Establish yoursel'f in Karma
Yoga, attain Karma Siddhih, which means you have no attac~ment
whatsoever, you
the
c
to Parama Pu us'a;
Parama Purus'a is doing on your behalf. Suppose you are feeding your baby. Parama Purus' a is doing tha.t. action; the baby
is also Parama Purus'a, I am Parama Purus'a; Brahma'pran'am'
Brahmahavir, Brahma' gnao Brahman' a.' hut am,
Brahmaeva Tena Gantavyam, Brahma
Karma Sama'dhina'. Ba'ba' corrected one A'carya saying "In
your sector, some ma'rgiis
don't even know how to do
this mantra properly. Why?!"
You have to do the mantra
properly; there is an effect
in it, a strong effect.
Where there is the proper
ideation you purify your body
and you purify your mind also.
Then you do kiirtan, sa'dhana',
tandava, a'sanas, kaosiiki.
If you get up at 5:00 am
then you are done with all your
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morning duties by 7:00am, Then it's all your time, For a
family person very small children are born to the family, so
there is also adjustment; adjustments have to be made sometimes.
Just try to make your life in such a manner that you will be
able to follow the spiritual disciplines. Ba'ba' has always
said this one: "In A'nanda Na'tga never put yourself in a negative situation, never feel yourself to be a sinner." So remove it from your mind. Even if you didn't follow a particular
point today, don't feel bad - think, how can I do better tomorrow? Positive approach, not negative. A negative approach
contracts your mind; positive approach expands your mind. When
you think positively "Ba'ba' I want to do it tomorrow; I could
not do it today, I am very sorry, but I will definitely do it
tomorrow." He will help you. Put your energyinto that.''l'~eas_e
, heliU!!~lY' '"Yo~as~trru be~~use·He-is- the only one who
~
· ·c-azi help you. There is a direct relation between Guru and the
disciple; remember that: A personal relation. The Guru is
always there. But when you feel a little weak, ask, "Please
help me; I want more energy so I can do it." Then you will get
that. He is always with you and He has given you energy:--Are
you utilizing that energy maximally or not? So you utilize
your current energy maximally, and then ask for more - you ask
and He will give you still more. But utilize whatever He has
given you,first in the proper way; 100% utilization of your
energy is most important. So do that each and every part of
16 points from now onwards, Whatever we did yesterday please
forget it. From now onwards we are having a new era, a new
chapter in our lives, a new leaf, a silver living in our lives.
We will be marching onward. Whatever problems we had yesterday
are all over •.. Our approach will be different. Problems wilL
,
be there but we will face them boldly, courageously, like a
tiger, like a lion. We will solve them. We will fight - internal fight and external fight. Fight within and fight without. And i t is happening. So.~~world is shaken
up, Ba'ba' wa'irt's to make sure-that the real spir~;ts
have
---·...... ---------. -energy and stamina and dedicatlon~o they will be able to stand
~rfhat time. The time 'is--;;;in~ery-f'a:st-·W'hentilewii~
wor~-oe:Sfiaken up.
Even now people are going crazy. So
w~.t.a.ru:LJw...and-help__ c:t.t::__ that -time?
O~..s..j;
people who have that ~~ ~!~ and the vision. So Ba'oEr lS in the-process of forglng.such personalities out of all
of us, That's why we don't have to look upon ourselves as "some(

-

..__,__,'"'-"'"'---~,--------~---~--

- - ----"-

~·--·-·--
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thing I am wrong"
but "something I
can be tomorrow".
So look that way
that I want to
build myself from
today onwards. And
we will be able to
work in such a manner.
So keep on working for
His Mission, for His Ideology.
Ba'ba' wants continuous progress. When I was in India
Ba'ba' wanted schools: Everyday two schools had to-be opened.
You'd think "impossible". It is possible. You can make it
possible. You have to make it possible. How? You have the
energy, you have the mind. Put your mind together, put your
energy together. ~U9le. for __ vs; anything. The:
.,ques~~~:
p.~ to come together, ~~cl,9~_Lt1 But you only
look at
letter, you have to look at the spirit of it. You
start out with humility, in a simple way. You start simple;
don't look at "I have to have a structure, to have a beautiful
building." Start out in a simple way. That's the spirit Ba'ba'
wants you to have. Do you have the spirit or not? Do you have
the spirit of following or not? Start the school; at least in
your house. Bring the children and start teaching them a little
bit. That's the spirit. Then you get a better building, better
accomodation. It will expand. Do you have the dynamism to say,
"I will do it today!?" He is testing you. If you don't have
the dynamism then it is not possible to surmount the obstacles
in the future. And that's what 16 points is teaching us. How
to follow what the Guru says. If the Guru says "do it", that's
it; there is no second Hord for that. And He have to do it.
While doing it you might be facing some obstacles. But those
also He is putting in front of you just like a person Hho is
preparing for the long jump or the high jump. Hhen he is preparing he is mentally prepared: "I have to clear 7'4"." That
obstacle is not easy, but mentally there is determination: "I
have to clear 7'4"-!" and eventually that person does it. Why?
The determination. The inner determination makes that person
become the best high jumper or the best long jumper.. In the
same manner people went to the Himalayas, to Mount Everest ••••
How? Determination! Yes, determination. Simple determination

.
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makes people do so many things in this world. But here we are
talking determination in the Spiritual Sphere. We have to have
that complete and strong determination so we will be complete
and strong people. For normal people it may be different; for
us it's a snap.
That kind of personalities Ba'ba' wants to create out of
all of us. So He is very serious, extremely serious in regards
to 16 points. So it is my personal duty to ask you all from
today please try and follow each and every individual point .•
Now your A'caryas are your guiding factors and they will check
your 16 points every month. You Hill shoH your 16 points chart .•
Sisters Hill show to Didis and brothers will show to Dadas.
Bhukti Pradhana, Upa Bhukti Pramuka, whatever your title, you
will have to show your 16 points chart to a Dada or a Didi.
Don't worry; there will always be a kind suggestion; a helping
hand will be given to you. So you don't have to worry. Never
feel guilty; no, you should never feel guilty, please never
feel guilty. Hhat is past is past. Ba'ba' has told us that
our future is bright.
We now have to take a lot of responsibility, and Ba'ba' ·
will'give this maximum responsibility to those people who have
the strength and stamina. ~r~$.:QOpsj.bility will b~en
to those p~vi 11 .b.a....le_~s,. ~~ responsibility and
y~more burden; I cannot do it".
That word - impossible
- ":~.~Il1~remove from thg__A~nanda_lla~.:cr;_a dktion~I_t_~~::~y-rou
know Napoleon, he was not always the best guy, but he was not a
bad guy either, he had something to do in this world. He said:
"I don't want to see the word 'impossible' in my dictionary.
I want to erase 'impossible'."
In the same way in the A'nanda Ma'rga dictionary, in Hebster's or in Oxford, we must
have anymore the LJ'O:t:d ~urned~.
That word must be
·onar~
The only time
burned
at the cremation ground;
then you get burned out. Your body is burned out totally. He
~not burned out; mind never gets burned out. Mind gets sublimation, it goes towards Parama Purus'a, it goes towards Cosmic Consciousness... That is not "burning out"; only the body
whithers away,. So this wear and tear is natural for any human
being, it is not unnatural. So we must not say anymore "Oh, I
am burned-out". "Burning-out" is not a solution; rather, your
attitude must be, "I will always face any problem courageously.• "
Then you will bring out the proper solutions for the problems.
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Ba'ba' will all-Jays give high targets. "OK in this area one
school? No, we want four schools there." "Yes, Ba'ba', we
will do it." "Yes, Ba'ba"', that's the courage, "we will do
it". Then, we will do it! Because you have tremendous energy,
tremendous stamina. Because whenever people come together,
tremendous evergy is created, tremendous motivation, tremendous
spirit. Collectively we can do anything. A collective body
with one Ideology, one Nission. So many things can be accomplished. This kind of personalities Ba'ba' wants to see tomorrow. So from now onwards we must not create any negativity.
Anything coming from India, "Yes; Ba'ba' wants, so we will do
it!" All is positive. If Didi says tomorrow "you will do. it",
"Yes, Didi, we will do it," All sisters standing together unitedly "Yes, we will do it."· That ]p!ited ~ing is very im;12ort~whether you do it or not is ~mmaterial.
But the cullective
e~~t, that is what ~s going to cr~te a vibration right
there, which will help us in moving in unison ~rers--l.and
brothers, and then the collective in unison together. This ~§
_what Ba'ha' wants.
~
--· So for individual morality you should check each other,
whether you are following your moral code properly. Whether you
are a brother or a sister, check yourself very thoroughly.
Naestika Brahma'car a should be follow d strictly under all
sltuat~ons, under any circumstances.
ecause if you follow
Naestika Brahma'carya your sa'dhana' will be beautiful, really
beautiful~ Follow for a month and you will see what is happening to you. You will see something
different happening in your life, in
your family life also. Both of you
following •••• It's fantastic. Things
have to move
Guru wants that
to happen.
'dn't~want
before, b
e time
s~ow.
He is putting His Mind out, H~~s
putt~ng H~~ion out,:b~caus~ the
t~
Now He . wants us- to
r, ..
Q.e great. So we··have to be great;
there is no other way. Whether you
want it or not, He wants you to be
great. That'·s the push He is giving
now. I~ a golden opportunit:r: ,.not
~
Opport
are·
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they come onl on occasion.
Finally, in all since ity, I may be with you and I may not
be with you! I have been here since 1971, and many of you have
been here also, and many of you know me. Let me tell you, April
22, 1971 I put these two feet on the ground of the United States.
Since 1971 I tried with many of you who were here also. We all
had problems. He worked at solving them together. But to bring
about progress, changes are natural, and quite common in the
organizational structure. So Ba'ba' was doing something through
me for the last decade in America. Twelve years in the United
States of America is a credit for Him. Because of Ba'ba' I am
still alive here. Had He not been there, I wouldn't have been
here, not at this moment; I am very positive about that. Because of His source of inspiration, His source of energy and
guidance for me, to this day I am here and definitely your love
and affection also has helped me. But, Ba'ba' has something
else for me. So the call has come and I've got to be able to
keep moving. So there is a good possibility that I may be
leaving this sector so, what I have to say is, I want you all
to follow 16 points whether I am here or not. Also, Ba'ba'
will be coming to this sector, you all know that. You want Him
to be here, so you will be able to enjoy Ba'ba' Hhen He comes.
Whether I Hill be here or not, that is immaterial. Ba'ba' is
calling me to another place. It doesn't matter. In A'nanda
Ma'rga there is no dignity of post, there is only dignity of
labour, so whatever the labour I Hill be given, I Hill go and
do the worl\:, Hhere I will be I Hant you to come and visit me,
I :r.Jay be principal of a tiny school in India I want you to come
and visit me there, please. I will let you knoH where I Hill
be. Hithin the next feH months you may be seeing a neH SS, new
A' caryas and you 1-.rill be able to do more work Hith the brothers
and sisters that Hill )Je Hith you. My f;teart and mind are ah.rays
Hith you and I Hill be' alHays Hith you in your heart also.
Hith these words, with all my love and affection, I give my
heartful Namaska'r to all of you. #
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Re~nemb.e·lt

.16
- A'c. Ratneshvara'nanda Avt.
Since Ba'ba' gave us sixteen points
He has been ecphasizing the saf'e and recinding us to follow thee very strictly,
On rany occasions Ba'ba' told us about the icportance ot the
sixteen points and its individual physical, psychic and spiritual effects on the life of a sa'dhaka. Xow there arises the
necessity of cecorising the sixteen points in the sace sequence.
Ba'ba' gave the sixteen points in a very systenatic ,,,ay. If ~Ve
understand the sequence and the ceaning of the sixteen points,
1v-e can very easily rener.ber ther. in the sane order.
?\m,, let us group the sixteen points into four equal (even)
cocpartrents Khich \iill be having four points, Let us nace then
as first cocpartcent, second conpartr.ent and so on.
First conpartnent cor.prises 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Second conpartr.ent corprises 5, 6, 7 and 8,
Third corpartnent cor.prises 9, 10, 11 and 12.
fourth cor.partrent conprises 13, 14, 15 and 16.
fi
npartr.ent: (Pre- reparation or Guardiri' against
Ta'rasik Influence ,
The idea behind the first conpartr::ent is to renove the crudeness (Ta'rasik influence) of the physical body, especially of
the loKer Cal~ras. (Start fror-. the genital organ), l:se of
Kater after urination (first point), Foreskin (second point),
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Joint Hair (third point), Langota {fourth point) serve the purpose of guarding oneself against the excessive stimulation of
one's lower vrities.
~econd Compartment:
(Pre__p~or Med~~iol!).
The idea behind the second compartment is to prepare the body
fit for spiritual practices. As you know that through the
medium of physical body only, one can do Dharma Sa'dhana.
"SHARIIRA MA'DHYAM KHALU DHARMA SADHANAM". The Vyapak Shaoka
i.e. Half Bath (fifth), Bath (sixth), Food (seventh), and Fast
(eight) combinely p.el.p_~hysical body develop Satvik (Sentient) nature so much. so it becomes a firtile field for spiritual practices to grow.
Third Compartment:, (Spiritual Significance).
This is the main compartment dominating mainly in spiritual
sphere. Sa'dhana' (ninth), Is't'a (tenth), Adarsha (eleventh),
and Code of conduct (twelveth) help us to march forward towards
the Supreme desideratum, Parama Purus'a, the very goal of our
life.
Fourth Compartment: (Social Significance}.
Though:£·,:.:::;t::.,h~~~-s_:::.::::c:::o~m=p~a-=r::;,t::m::,e:_:n:..;t:...,---:t:-=o=s:::.o:::.m=e-'='e-=x~t~e;.:!:n":'t'""'-':i""s~h""a~ving the spiritual significance, s~~cial purpose als~
Supreme Command (thirteenth) it -a.n~s to bring the
path of bliss, Dharma Cakra (fourteenth), Oath (fifteenth),
and CSDK (sixteenth), serve the purpose of social significance,
You might have marked the first three compartments promote
self realisation ''Atma Moksha 'rtham" and the last serves the
purpose of society, Le. "Jagat Hita'ya" (Welfare of the
society).,. Thus the aim of A' nand a Ma' rga "Atma Moksha' rtham
Jagat Hita'yaca" will be full materialised practically in one's
individual life by following strictly the sixteen points. By
following sixteen points one can really be an ideal A'nanda
Ma 'rgii, a verily Sadvipr~.:ll ~...\-

"--~~

-~~Jf
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- A'c. Chidgana'nanda Avt.
Part 5:

======
FIFTH LESSON
The fifth lesson is known as Cakra Shodhana. Cakra Shodhana is
so named because cakras need purification and by this particular
process they are purified. So this is the lesson for purifying
the cakras.
What is impurity? Impurity in all cases is nothing but the
dominance of the static and mutative forces.. Something dominated
by these forces becomes impure; while the same thing becomes
most pure when these two forces are gone. Here, gone does not
mean that these other two forces are absent, which is not at
all possible because these three forces of Prakrti, that is,
sentient, mutative, and static, remain together. Rather going
away means the dominance of the sentient force over the mutative
and static forces. so it is clear that impurity is static and
mutative, and purity is sentient.
The cakras are purified because, first of all, static force and
-,:tn <-,
ti
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mutative force are waned. Secondly, because of this dominance
of sentient force the "I"ness is easily withdrawn. Under static
force the "I"ness remains in an inert, sleeping state. By the
mutative force it is made completely restless. Both inertness
and restlessness check the withdrawal of one.• s "I"ness, which
remains strongly associated with the cakras,. So "I"ness is
withdrawn by the practice of fifth lesson.

l

Thirdly, this fifth lesson is vibrated in a rhythmical way with
the ideation of the Great.. This rhythmical vibration of the
Great creates a thrill and bliss in the whole body, because the
Supreme Idea is given to the different plexuses which control
the 5 fundamental factors of which the body is made. So it
creates a thrill and joy.
Next, when mind is withdrawn it gains in concentration.. .Different vrttis are located at different cakras,. For example,
there are 4 vrttis in the Muladhara Cakra and 6 in the Svadhistana Cakra.. The chart of the vrttis is given below:

t

Mu' la' dha.' ra Cakra:
L
Dharma (Psycho~spiritual longing),..
2,. Artha (Psychic longing)..
3.. Ka 'rna (Physical longing; desire for wordly
things}.
4.. Moks·' a (Spiritual longing; desire for liberation
and salvation) .•.
Sva.• dhis•' t.' ha·' na Cakra:
1.. Avajina.' (Disdain; contempt) .•
2,.. Mu'rccha' (Fainting, swoon, stupor}.
3. Prashraya (Over-indulgence),.
4.. Avishva' sa (Distrust) .•
5.. Sarvana.' sha (Fear of annihilation), •.
6 •. Kru'rata' (Pitilessness, mercilessness).
Man' ipu'ra Cakra:
L
Lajja,• (Shame, bashfulness) .•
2,. Pishunata-' (Backbiting, slandering}.
3.. Iirs,'ya' (Jealousy, envy)..
4. Sus.'upti (Laziness, lethargy)..
5,.. Visf' a.• da (Sadness, melancholy),.
6.. Kas.'a'ya (Cruelty}.
7.. Trs•'n' a (Thirst) .•.

BASHA
s.'A
SA
VA
BHA
MA
YA
RA
LA
D.' A
D'HA
N,' A
T·'A
T,',HA
DA
DHA
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PA
Moha (Attachment to objects) .•
PHA
Ghrn,' a.• (Hatred, aversion) .•.
NA
Bhaya (Fear).
Cakra:
KA
1.. ~· (!lope).
KHA
2,. Cinta.' (Thoughtfulness, anxiety),.
MA
3.. Ces.' V a (Effort) 1••
GHA
4,. Mamata' (Possessiveness, fondness) .•
UN 1 A
5.. Dhamba (Arrogance, vanity).
CHA
&. Viveka (Discrimination)~
CA
7. Vikalata 1 CLangour).
JA
8. Aham'kara (Conceit, egoism, pride).
JHA
9. Lolata' (Covetousness, avarice).
INA
10.. Kapat·' ata 1 (Duplicity, hypocricy }.
TA
11.. Vitarka (Idecision, argumentativeness),•.
THA...
12.. Anuta' pa (Regret, burning misery),.
Vishuddha Cakra:
(These are psychic propensities, acoustic expressions whose
vibrations influence the mind. Some of their names are animal
names, whose sounds they resemble) .•
''
1.. S.' adaja (Peacock)..
II
1
2.. Rs· 1 abha (Bull),.
A
1
3.. Ga ndharva (Goat).
I
4. Madhyama (Horse).
U'
5.. Pai~cama (Cuckoo) •
R
6. Dhaevata (Ass).
U
7.• Nis 1 a'da (Elephant).
A
8. Om (Acoustic sound of creation).
0
9. Hum 1 (Sound when Kula Kun 1 d,'.alinii is awakened),. RR
10. Phat (Destruction).
LR
11. Vaos'at'ha.•
12. Vas'at'ha.•
13... Sva'hah (Offering) .•
14. Namah (Salutation) .•
15~
Vis 1 a (Poison)~
16.. Amrta (Nectar), •.
A'jiRa' Cakra:
1.. Apara' (Secular knowledge).
2.. Para•' (Spiritual knowledge, knowledge of the Supreme;
leads to God}.
8.
9r··
10...
Ana·'hata

, : L ;::::
';·t'
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Vrttis are the occupation of the nind.
~ind always reoains occupied with sanething or another; it cannot nornally renain in vacuity, but if through intuitional practices it reoains in vacuity it is no oind but has its parallelisn with the soul. So it is rightly
said in the Cpanisads that the oind of
a realized soul reoains still without
any thought, lil:e in a vacuun. It is
conpared to a flane Hhich is steady and
still even in a teopest. Here tenpest
stands for innlli~erable favourable and
unfavourable vibrations cooing froo the
external world and putting their iopact
on the nind. The oind in a still state
does not Haver.
fifth lesson brings about perfune in
the body 1\hich is a spiritual perfune,
It cones into existence because the
unit nind tries to vibrate the spiritual consciousness in every cakra and
the cakras start losing their static
and nutative nonenta. They start beconing sentient. Hence this perfune
is felt. Fifth lesson also brings
about lightness in the body, Here
lightness does not nean that a person
becones thin; rather, here lightness
neans freshness and joy, It seens as
if sone heavy burden or covering fron
the body is taken off and the body feels
fresh and light~ Together with this
freshness and lightness, fifth lesson
brings a thrill and bliss, because the
ideation is i::-_)osed in a rhythnic ivay
and this creates a vibration, whereby one starts feeling joy
and bliss,
Cakra Shodhana also brings about easing of the tension of nind.
A person attacked by innunerable conflicts and ideas and great
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tension can get ease and comfort of his or her mind,. A person
suffering from blood pressure is also helped a lot by this .•,
The nerves, the glands, and the whole body together with the
mind enjoy rest and ease~ Since different nuclei of the different cakras are also touched and vibrated, a lot of force is
created in the mind and a spiritualist feels most energized
after doing this lesson.
The first lesson is helped a lot by the fifth lesson~ Because
of the cosmic ideation of different cakras one is transported
into a different, more expanded realm of joy and bliss. When
bliss starts coming, one does not want to lose it by opening
the eyes and attending to different things.. The rhythmic
vibrations in the cal~ras have different experiences, which on
the whole are very blissful and joyous,. Since vrttis are also
touched at different cakras by this vibration, they are also
controlled by fifth lesson~ Therefore it is said that if, by
chance, one misses a'sanas, one must do fifth lesson to check
theretardation happening because of not doing them'" It does
not mean that a'sanas are irrelevant and fifth lesson will do
the job~ Because they are physical yogic exercises, ~·sanas
· leave a direct and positive physical impact:• Fifth lesson is
only psychic, whereas a.' sanas are physical, the latter of which
has a definite effect on the regulation of the secretion of the
glands and the purity of the nerves.
The difference between the third lesson and the fifth lesson
is that the former increases greatly one1' s capacity for retention and conception, whereas the latter gives more joy and
thrill,.. Also, the third lesson is only done up to the Vishuddha
Cakra, while the fifth lesson is done up to the Sahasra·.'ra,•.
So we can say very clearly that the third lesson deals especially with the 5 fundamental factors, w'hereas the fifth lesson
deals with the 5 fundamental factors plus mind and soul. The
seat of mind is mainly in the A'jina Cakra and the seat of soul
. -.
,, -·
1s ln the Sahasr~'ra Cakra. Hence thls Cakra Shodhana deals
with the physical, psychic, and spiritual spheres because it
touches directly all the points and plexuses, and indirectly
all the subsidiary plexuses and glands, and thereby the whole
body is made blissfuL The third lesson gives strength to the
mind and fifth lesson gives joy to it,•.
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-By the rhythmic vibration of the Mantra the innumerable protozoic (cellular protoplasmic) and metazoic (ectoplasmic) minds
are also helped indirectly, and get developed more,. It does
the.great work of a tranquilizer which lulls one to ease and
then to sleepr., Fifth lesson must not be done by applying one,' s
mental force, but must instead be smoothly and easily practised
by giving complete relaxation to the body. The best and most
enjoyable posture we can say for doing this lesson is Shava,' sana (corpse pose),. Of course, it can be done in all the postures, of which the Baddha Padinasana (bound lotus) is especially suited and helpful,. The only trouble in doing fifth lesson
in Shava,• sana can be that the person might fall asleep against
which one has to guard carefully, because sleep is static in
characteL.. Hence half-sleep or full sleep are not able to give
the rthrill derived from this lesson, which is not a thing Vlhich
need be done only a particular number of times... It can be done
any amount of times as the practitioner desires,,.
The main difference between the first and fifth lesson is that
in the former one tries to establish oneness VTith the meaning
of the Mantra. V.lhereby one can get into Savikalpa Sama.'dhi, ·
but in the latter this ideation of oneness with the Mantra is
not so much there,.. But because of the vibration of the Is.' t,• a
Siddha Mantra the cakras get purified and the "I"ness is withdrawn.. When the purity of body is achieved, the ideation can
also be brought about and then it supplies more thrill and joy.•
Some centers and points in the body are touched by this vibration and then the body starts feeling rapture,. tt
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- Shrii Shrii A1 nandamu 1 rtiji
Lalita Ma.'rmika is purely a devotional dancer·· The elbows
must be placed above the 90° position in relation to the
shoulders,.. The up-raised hands indicate the spirit of surrender.•.
Hands placed•at 90° indicate the strength of the arms of
the dancer,.. Ta'n'd'ava expresses the spirit of strength,.- Your
arms express strength and vigour,. They are straight, meaning
-thereby that they are ready to fight death.- One hand, holding
a skull or fire or a snake, represent death, while the other
hand is holding a dagger, representing the spirit to fight
death,,.
Kaos'ikii: The two hands when upraised and folded together
represent, 'Now I am trying to establish a link with Parama
Purus·'a',., Both hands bending to the right indicate, ,'I know
the right way to request you',.. The bending of the body should
be at a 45° angular projection,,. The leftward movement represents, ;'l know how to fulfill your demands'.,. The movement of
bending in front suggests complete surrender,.. The backward
bending represents, .• I am ready to face all troubles that may
come,' r•· The last "tai', ta:'" represents, :'·0 Lord, I repeat your
rhythllii'·r··
All three of these dances are devotioll_:al dances, and as
such are Mudraic,,.
Even before Sadar' shi va there were songs and dances, but
there was no system.... Lord Sada.' shi va brought that music and
those dances within the scope of a system.. There are mainly
two kinds of dances... Some are more rhythmic and less Mudraic
while others are more Mudraic and less rhythmic,,. The Oriental
School of dance is more Mudraic and less rhythmic, while the
Occidental dance is more rhythmic and less Mudraicr··
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A Mudra:' expresses Bha·'va without creating any sound.. For
example, if you call someone to come near you, you make a particular movement of your palm [gives Mudra'],. When you tell
somebody to go away you make another kind of movement with your
palm [gives Mudra'].. Similarly, when you feel very hot and
need a fan you make a particular style of movement with your
hand. Again, when you feel thirsty and need a glass of water
to drink you make a particular correspondening Mudra' .•
Thus while offering something respectfully to your superior
you make a forward and then downward movement of both palms with
palms upwards.. But such offerings meant for those who have died
- or the 'Pi tr-purus,' a' is made by another type of movement of
the palms rotated sideways.
Similarly, there are Dharma Cakra Pravartana Mudra',
Vara' bhaya Mudra' and many others .•, Among the Mudra1'.s, some are
meant for the psycho-spiritual benefit of Sa;'dhakas,. Similarly,
there are some bad Mudra,• s. which are used in Avidya.• Tantra.•.
For instance, while cursing somebody, the forefinger is raised
and used.. In SaJ11' skrta the forefinger is called 1'Tarjanii:',
which means 'scolding'.. The movement of the forefinger represents
vanity, and therefore at the time of Japa the use of this finger
should be avoided.
Good men should never curse anybody,.
Lord Shi va invented all Mudra,' s... Incidentally, there are
more than 12,000 Mudra·' s,.
Brahma is a composite of Purus.' a and Prakrti,. The name
for the cognitive aspect is in the masculine gender, and the
name for the operative aspect in the feminine gender. But
:'.Brahma' is in the neuter gender,.. Brahma is not a personal God,.
One should not think that inanimate objects have no minds .•
They too have minds, but in a dormant stage.. Inanimate objects
cannot function for want of nerve cells and nerve fibres. They
move according to Cosmic momentum. Parama Purus'a is the Supreme
Nucleus, not personal God.. It remains fixed and al1 animate
and inanimate objects keep moving around that Supreme Nucleus
just as electrons move around their nucleus.. Inanimate objects
move unconsciously, but human beings have minds and can move
voluntarily,. This movement is both centripetal, or centre-seeking
-Vidya,', the movement towards the Nucleus and centrifugal -Avidya',
that is, away f~m the Nucleus.
It is the riatural· wont of the mind to take the shape of its
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object of meditation, If the object of worship is crude, say
money or any other crude thing, the mind takes the shape of
that crude thing in the course of time~ Hence the proverb
'As you think, so you become.' For instance, when someone
constantly thinks of a ghost, he actually becomes a ghost one
day., One then starts behaving in an abnormal way.. Again,
someone concentrates upon two hundred dollars, one day the
person will become an actual dollar. Hence human beings should
be very, very cautious in what they ideate upon, in their objects of contemplation~
All complexes - the fear complex, the defeatist complex,
the inferiority complex, complexes of hopelessness or hatred,
etc. - are creations of Avidya'.,. Now if one curses another
person, saying, 'Let that fellow die',, one is resorting to Avidya', In that case the cursed person may not die; rather, the
cursing man will die., Similarly, if a person constantly thinks,
'I am a sinner, I am a sinner', the habit of sinning will come
to him and he will really be a sinner one day, though he was
not a sinner previously.•
Instead of wishing harm to a person, try to instruct him.
Don't try to destroy him, that is not a proper expression. In
that case your defective psychology will destroy you.
In this connection, the spirit of people should be like
this: Akkodhena jine kodham asa'dhum sa.'dhuna' jine
Jine
kadariiyam da! nena satyena alikava' dinam.,.
If someone is angry, you must win
him over just by a cool temper~ If
someone is dishonest, win him over
by your honesty, If someone is
a niser, win him over by
spending something on him.
When you meet a liar, be varacious with him, or win him
over by resorting to absolute
truthfulness .•
When fighting darkness,
will you carry darkness in
your pocket, ~r will you carry
a torch? Certainly a torch.
Similarly, to fight a man of Avidya', do just the opposite thing to
him, and then you will be victorious,
These are the secrets of success.
I hope you will do it.. #
(Hannover, West Germany. May 22, 1979 - Evening).
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Va'nii~

tit. e.
PART 4:
A'NANDA PU'RN'IMA', 1971:
People have great expectations from fellow human beings.
In order to fulfill those expectations go on working without
the least respite, Remember, a healthy human society free from
exploitation, hatred and malice must be built.
In this great task the blessings of Paramapurus'a are sure
to be with you.

JANUARY 1, 1972:
Clouds cannot overcast the sun for a long-time,. The
creatures of darkness never want the expansive exhaltation of
human society. Even then, humanity. "shall march ahead. None
can arrest the speed of its progress.
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'
You be the harbingers;
you be the pioneers of this
victorious march. See that
not a single individual
lags behind.

A' NANDA PU' RN' IMA', 1972:

The persons who are vehicles of novelty are invariably
subjected to the trammels, tyranny and transgressions of sinful temporality.. Yet, humanity must not stop,. Remember that
light, not darkness, is the veritable truth of life. The light
of novelty shall certainly illumine every nook and corner of
human habitation inspite of inroads by the countless forces of
denunciation, denigration and despiseM
JANUARY l, 1973:

The entire hwnankind of the universe constitutes one singular people. The whole humanity is bound in fraternity; those
who are apt to remain oblivious of this very simple truth,
those who are prone to distort it, are the deadliest enemies
of humanity.. Today' s humankind should identify these foes
fully well and build up a healthy human society totally neglecting all obstacles and difficulties.
It must be borne in mind that so long as a magnificent,
healthy, and universalistic human society is not well established, humanity's entire culture and civilization, its sacrifice,
service and spiritual endeavor (sa'dhana.') shall not carry any
worth whatsoever.•

A'NANDA PU'RN'IMA', 1973:

Cimmerian darkness, however dense it may be, the Crimson
Dawn must follow.. The fiends of hell may burst out in loud
laughter, but their all must fade in the void Hith the sunrise.
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The beams of righteousness (sa'dhana') shall dispel the
thick darkness notwithstanding the night of the pangs of humanity. Sunshine is destined in human life.

JANDARY 1, 1974:
History bears testimony that whenever persons stated the
Absolute truth in any sphere of life, whether it be spiritual,
social, economic, or otherwise, sought clarifications of doubts
or protested against injustices and wrongs, the evil forces
forthwith plotted against them, administered poison to them,
and slandered them, jumped on them with rage, misused the
authority against them and mercilessly dealt them blow after
blow; but the blows boomeranged and ultimately the evil forces
were annihilated by those very blows~
Remember, by an unalterable decree of history the evil forces are destined to meet their doomsday.
A'NANDA PU'RN'IMA', 1974:
The opportunists tried in the past, are trying at present
and will try even in the future to fulfill their narrow desires
by keeping the human race disunited. By severely reproaching
this opportunistic craftiness through your noble deeds, you
draw nigh the unknown strangers living far away and build a
healthy world-based human family. Ignoring the frown of the
brute forces, the sky-kissing arrogance, hypocrisy, immorality
and glib outburst of the conceited persons, you go ahead towards your cherished goaL
The blessing of Paramapurus,' a shall be with you alone.,
JANUARY 1, 1975:
Despite its advent onto this earth many thousand of years
ago, humankind is not yet capable of building a well-integrated
and universal society;•· This is in no way indicative of the
glory of human intellect and erudition.. You who have understood
the predicament, realized the urgency, seen the naked dance of
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evil and heard the hypocritical and raucous laughter of the
divisive forces, should throw yourselves into this noble task
without further delay. When the ends are just and noble,
success is inevitable.
A:'NANDA PU. 1 RN.' IMA 1 , 1975:
Marching ahead is Jiivana Dharma (the characteristic want
of life),.. And to march ahead carrying all, viewing world humanity as an integral entity is the principal aspect of Jiivana
Dharma:·· Resolve courageously to observe this Jiivana Dharma,..
Remember - "Yato Dharmah Tato Is 1 t. 1 ah, Yato Is' t' ah Tato
Jayah".. - "Where there is Dharma, there is Isr 1 t' a, and where
there is Is 1 t 1 a, there is victory.• "
JANUARY l, 1976:
Be firm on Sixteen Points,. Unite all the righteous forces .•
All tall talks of evil forces will be silenced~ #

(To be

continued)~
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- Shrii Shrii A'nandamu'rtiji,
Before we understand what is Mantra let us be clear about
"Shabda". Everything i
se is vibrational.
Creation is also v rational. An t e_firsJ;; and the subtlest
e~the v~:t:?rational flow is Sh-;-~. As Shabda isthe
first vibrationarex.pression of Brahma, therefore, "ShabdaBrahma is the first denomination of "Karya-Brahma". The fundamental difference between Karya Brahma and Karana-Brahma is
that all expression (Vikasa) in the Karana-Brahma is purely subjective (Svagata) and blissful (Svarasatmaka), There is no objectivity (Paragata) or extrovertial pleasure (Pararasatamaka)
therein.· Being puiely subjective and blissful it has no expressional quality (Vyainjanatmaka Bhava). In other words, it
is purely original and it cannot form any compound or mixture.
Prior to its practical emergence in a behaviouristic form,
. (Vyavaharika Jagat) Shabda was present in the realm of ideas ·
(Bhava). And the starting point of Shabda in the world of ideation is called Parashakti, Parashakti is individual as well as
collective. Altho~gh potentially Parashakti has full possibilities of expression, yet due to lack of medium it does not get
expressed. It germinates into expression as soon as it finds
a medium. And it's vibrational expression is shabda. In other
words, we hear sound within and without when there is a mutual
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clash in the medium due to the formation of troughs and crests
of various waves. This then is Shabda. What the inner sound
in Karana-Brahma is called "Svara-Varna" in "tantra-Shastra."
When it is converted into action, i.e. it gains the potentiality of forming mixtures and compounds, it is called Vyainjana.
r--2'he ~ity of cr. eeaa~tion_ 1.iss~
ex ~cL_throu~.
son ts
~~ istf.le logic behind the division of
Indian alphabets in vowels and consonants.
~
----------What is Mantra? I t li:aS--atready beeii' stated that the
starting point of Shabda (Parabindu) is present in individual
as well as collective life. In the flow of evolution, in the
unit as well as Cosmic, Shabda is born out of "Para". ·Para
is the womb of all sounds. Hantra is collection of a few part~r Shabdas - not each and-every Shabda. !'!antra means-that
.· o
~sounds
t e meditation of which way to_j.ih~"Manana t:aray€T~ y~---sa--ffia'Utra parikiir"Trae" dhatu, plus "Da" pratyaya make the
word Mantra. By way of illustration suppose you are sitting
somewhere and have rto power to move about. A gentleman happens
to come that way. If you tell him, "Come sir, let us talk a
while", - this will not prompt the gentlemaJ;l to lift you up by
hand and support your movement. On the other hand if you tell
the gentleman, "Come sir, I have no power to rise. 'iiease lift
me up by hand" - it may bring the desired result. Thus we get
the desired result by a proper expression in words. In this
illustration the seed of the idea was the same at the level of
Para but due to different formation of expression different
results are achieved. One expression carries a particular meaning for you as it expresses a particular feeling and it possesses a particular value. In other words, when a particular feeling is expressed through a particular combination of sounds it
achieves a particular value. But even then it does not attain
the status of Hantra. ~s long as the Shab<ia or the collection
of Shabdas on meditation do not lead to the path of liberation,
it cannot be called Hantr~ d[very Mantra is thus sonic and is
vibrating simultaneously ~ the cosmological system as well as
in the u~it body~ When a person extablishes parallelism of the
unitectoplasmic vibration with the help of Mantra with the
cosmic vibration he gets "Mantra-Siddhi".
;
Al}'d what is "Hantra-Caetanya", or'·.awakening a Haritra?
Hantra::::.Caeta a is the· conj.L~Yi-tLthe..-he.J..Rgf.h

-P~ ~y~on ~i~~~paralle~lJ:?~~-~:,V-~~hiS
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external

J<~hy-ska-1--vH:rr-atio_n__Cl._!l.<!~in.ternal

/ ect.W~:a:;m.ic::.. ~~_i:s>~ .. El\1 -~E~J::.e-af te-r
exalts tl}is to

j:h~ __§.P-iritJ.Ja.l--level.

·-p:~a-81; ~""U-rmrr;:ation of this process

in the achievement of the final
spiritual goal is call:ed Mantra
-Siddhi, The same Shabda without being made "liVe" or awakened in
the above process is meaningless; but
acquires force and meaning when it be\..>/- comes "live" in the aforesaid manner.
·/'L ~e parallelism between internal ectoplasmic vibration and external cosmological vibration can only
be established when one has complete control over one's own.
ectoplasmic vibration) A man is vibrated immediately by a particular Shabda according to his "Samskaras". On the other hand
he is immune to the vibrations of another particular Shabda.
Thus some people get angry when you say "Siita-Rama" to them
but are pleased when you greet titem with "Radhe-Shyama". Our
attitude towards different Shabdas becomes defined. It will
be noted that many writers repeat the use of particular words,
Many would, for instance, use the word "but" in every other
sentence. Others are accustomed to use "Magar" too often. Ali
this happens because of their attachment to particular rhythmic
vibrations. Similarly, when the vibrational expression is ectoplasmic i.e. when the individual gets adjusted with the cosmological vibration, collective Mantra-Caetanya takes place. It
has been said above that not only human existence but every
existence in this universe is vibrational. But the vibration
of every individual, of every thing differ from those of the
rest. For instance, there is a difference between the vibrational expression of iron and gold, Just as the vibrations of
man differ from those of iron and gold, similarly the vibrations
between man and man also differ. A man's life is nothing but a
mesh of multilateral rhythms and the goal of human life is a
singular entity having no rhythm. The style of a man's speech
has a particular rhythm of its own. The way he eats has a
rhythm of its own. Every person is thus special on account of
these specialities. The rhythms of two individuals cannot be
identical. This rhythmical difference is the peculiar property
of a particular man. It has been said in A'nanda Sutram:
"Vaecitram prakrtadharmah samanam nabhavisyati". In this uni-
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verse every man in every action possesses
a particular rhythm of his mm. If
someone wants to obstruct or strike
that rhythm through measures of dis.ccipline or expression of anger, a man
would not like to tolerate it. Per~sonal liberty- individual libertyreally means the unobstructed expression of individual rhythmic vibrations.
\~~en with the help of one's Parashakti
(Para in the sense of the star'ting
point of Shabda and not in the context
of Para and Apara) a person coincides his
~ individual rhythmic vibration with· the rhythmic vibrations in
~\the realm of this quinquelemental universe, from that moment
m\ onwards his rhythms become vi bra ted \vi th Hantra Caetanya. This
is the awakening or putting life into Nantra. Therefore Sadashiva has said: "Caetanya rahita mantra
prokta v~rnastu kevela
Phalam naeva prayachanti
laksha koti japaerpi".
(Hithout its being Caetanya Nantra is nothing but simple words
and even its repetition in lacs will not produce the desired
result)_.___ _./---~--------~
. ._/..-----'---In order to nake a Hantra "live" the individual~r-h_y_t-:-hm-s~ ~'have to be made parallel to the Cosmic rhythms and the starting)
point of expression has to coincide with the st~in.g .. 12__oint ot./
ression in t
.G-lo.gi~~Q. ____ J;ffthlShas not beeri-·done
even a ac or crore times or repetition oL-the·mantra also· will
not lead to l!antra-Siddhi.
There are several essential factors to l;J]:"ing about MantraCaetanya. The first is that the Hantra should suit the Sanskara of the individual concerned. And the s~cond is that the
individual should have a fraternal emotion and attachment with
the external world. This sentimental contact with the external
world is a must. If someone is under the impression that "I am
doing Sadhana for the sake of personal liberation and I have
nothing to do with the world," and thus· denies his contact with
the external physicality, although his physical body is very
much in this Horld, he is cheating hi.I:lseif and indulging in
selfishness. Service of humanity Hith a vieH to serve God and
Hith the sa..'Tle attachment Hhich one feels towards himself and
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God, is an essential pre-requisite for progress is Sadhana.
This will establish adjustment and parallelism of the individual
rhythms with the rhythms of the external physicalities.
The microcosm is a dormant state and the feeling of the
unit state (Jiiva-Bhava) is a condition of slumber. The point
where Jiiva Bhava i.e. the sense of.the unit identity is locked
is called "Kula". Hence those who achieve Perfection through
Sadhana are called "Kaula".. Kaula is also a title which carries
the same meaning. T_h~__1:1:hQ__ca.n.JnoY-e..____~~--co1-le_gt i v~_eetoRJasm
through the Il}edium of ~--a,smic.:=wy_~bm.-ca::"-awal~n-new
p~gh their o~_pla~~t~aiU_l!ls· Awakening o this power
a lS called "Purashcarana" in Sams;k-r-t~those who can perform such a tough task are called
" ahakaula" •0 'l;hey~~_f_J:heSl::aQ:_~~~':lru ~~nd
e
• ~en a Mahakaula awakens vibrations ln the urnversal
ectoplasmic body through the medi~of particular Shabdas, they
acquire the ~~s;} Therefore a spiritual
aspirant can only achieve perfectionJthrough the medium of these
Siddha-Mantras.. Other Mantras are not capable of leading to
success and the spiritual aspirants cannot awaken them. After
all you know that individual efforts of man are not sufficient
as each and every man is mentally handicapped. He can only prbceed to a certain extent and then he cannot do anything further .•
It requires special power and special grace. And this power
and grace of God are always available for everyone. They have
only to utilise the same with their existing strength.
How far does the range of these Shabdas whose troughs and
crests are expressed in vibrational rhythms extend? The medium
as well as the spirit of the human's individual life are personal, but in the "Collective body" as well as in the case of
less developed creatures, the spirit is personal but the medium
is impersona'i\or Cosmological. · Am existence where the medium
is impersonal ·but the spirit is perso11al is called ah animal
existence.. In b.)::her words the progress in animal life is due
to the vibrationa'J, power of the Supreme.Entity (Parama Purusa).
Here the medium th~.refore is Cosmological or impersonal, but
the spirit is persohal. The progress which is attained through
the personal .spirit ~nd impersonal medium is towards Cosmic
Consciousness itself.' Therefore there are no chances of a
spiritual fall in the l~ves of animals,. They are firmly on the
road to gradual progress. As the medium is impersonal the
growth of animals is from the crude to the subtle. But when
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----·---·------

__,

due to engagenent in subtler activities the nediuo also acquires
personal influence, Hhen its colour, its feeling do not renain
entirely inpersonal, then gradually thinking and intellect are
born. l-ie find this in developed aninals. The transfornation
in a dog is due to the effect of the personal nediun on the
inpersonal nediun. This is not found in loHer creatures.
There is a lot of difference bet,.;een a Hild Alsatian in a jungle
and one Hho is a pet. The nedilli:J of one is influenced by the
inpersonal, that of another is under the inpact of an educated
nan. Hhen in an aninal the influence of personal increases
over the inpersonal at that time the frane of that aninal is
called nan. So this is manhood.
In the realn of individual effort Para gradually develops
into Pashyanti, Nadhyama, Shrutigocara and Vaekhari step by
step. These steps are from the subtle to the crude.
Similarly in the Cosmic order, also, gro,;th is fror.1 subtle
as the medium there is universal mind. The Vibrational Principle is fully operative in matter and ~nthe body and Dind of
undeveloped and underdeveloped creatures._ The same Vibrational
Principle functions in the hunan body Hhen it starts from the
point ofPara and gets full extrovertial expression. Hhen a
man '~ill aHaken Caetanya in the ~!antra i.e. Hhen he will do
Purashcarana, there after he Hill have to nove fror.1 negativity
to positivity i.e. from hunan Parabindu to human Sahasrara.
The starting point of Vibrational Principle is the culminating
or the last point.of Prinordial expression and the starting
point of Vibrational dial expression and the starting point of
Vibrational Faculty are one and the same.
The novenent therefore after rfantraCaetanya is from fundamental negativity to fundamental pos.itivi ty.
In other "lords this novenent Hill
be the reverse of the noveraent in
the Vibrational Faculty. It Hill
be from crude to subtle and not
subtle to crude. Therefo~e in
the Vibrational Principle the
first crest and trough are long
and thereafter they becone shorter
and shorter. Thereafter in spiritual practice in the beginning the
troughs and crests will be snall and
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then they will gradually lengthen themselves till they will
form a straight line. Thus, in the second phase i.e. in the
returning phase Vibrational Principle will be re-converted into
Primordial Principle and the Primordial Principle or Primordial
Faculty ~•ill ultimately convert itself into the Basic Faculty.
This movement however is only possible after the Mantra has become Caetanya, not before that.
For spiritual practice, noitaitini is necessary. And
spiritual practice is essential for man. Those men who do not
perform spiritual practice are under the influence of Cosmological principle. They are guided by Cosmological rhythmic
order, but as this is an impersonal entity they will never be
able to enjoy liberation or salvation. Those who are incapable
of enjoying liberation or salvation cannot attain "Moksba' 1•
Then what direction have they to move after Mantra-Caetanya?
They have to .do 'about-turn' and cross the three phases described above. They have to return to their original abode.
They have to merge back into the one from where their existence
sprang.
''Anando brahmeti vyajanat
Anandadhyeva Khalvimani
bhutani jayante
Ananden jatani jiivanti
Anandam.prayantyabhisamvl.shantiiti"
What then is to be done? The scriptures say that you don't
have. to exert very much. I have said before that there can be
no progress in the realm of physicality as well as in the realm
of intellectuality. Those who. are hankering after progress in
these fields are indulging in a self cheating business. Whether
they admit 'it or not, they know that they know nothing. Ask
them whether they are getting pleasure in the realm of physicality. They will admitthat they are not getting it. Ask a good
businessman whether he is earning good profits. His reply would
be "What profits·? I am incurring losses" - and this would be
his reply whether you belong to Income Tax Department or not!
To run after progress in the realm Of physicality and intellectuality is utier foolishness - a wastage of time as there is no
progress in these fields. But I have already said that you·
·
may make efforts in these directions provided you can convert
or metamorphose them into spirituality. But as far as spiritual
Sadhana is concerned, or as far as efforts to achieve Bliss is

t
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concerned, there is no touch of pain in
that as Infinite pleasure alone is called
Bliss. This then is Hhat Hisernen have
to do. And for this the first thing
to be done is the use of Mantra-Caetanya. In simple Herds, Hhat He have
to do is to return hone from Hhere
He carne. He have all come from the
Supreme Entity (Pararna Purusa) and
the Nucleus (Frana-Kendra) of the universe i.e. Purusottarna. We have to return to the same destination. The boy has
played thioughout the day away in the fields
and now'that evening comes, he returns hone. Sadhana therefore
is the process of returning home. The child has played outside
for the Hhole day. As evening approaches he thinks that father
must have returned home. Let us return horne and sit near him.
lfuen one is tired of this Horld and Horldliness he yearns to
go back to spirituality i.e. his horne. And ~..rhat is our permanent abode - our horne? It is, "Pararnapurusa pararnashrayah
shritnivasah". Shrii means the Unive'rsal Faculty or "Pararna
Prakrti". The abode of this Universal Faculty is also your
abode. Therefore going horne is a sirnp],e task. It requires no
scholarship, no knm.;ledge, no intellecthal faculty - no long
and tedious lecturing. The scriptures declare that remember
tp.ree pQ.ints for returnin~e-:---Tneyare--Sliravan-a:--~faii~~
and Nidhidyas ana.
-----------·
·-----------~-------------·----~knoH tha~the Vibrational Faculty converts subtler
Haves into cruder Haves in the phase of creation. "Hari-Katha"
provides subtler forms of these vibrations. Therefore, you
inust lend your ears to receive these. ~ubtler Haves. It has
already been said that the sound HaVes'\are the subtlest in
the chain of Cosmic expression. The importance of Hari-Katha
in spiritual development is great. ~-j,._§__))luch
mo~ th~ILJ?tucties in____§.RJ.r~tua1ism as. sound is subtle;r.
Therefore \..rhere~r there is~ opportun-ity~ :r:lSten~-to'-Ifis narii.e''
arur-t:en u to oth~±:§-~ ~~:you--teTf--Hrt_~~_!ii_e-~t<i~Q'tii_er~-- you
~ dual enjoyr:Jent of -the-- recitation of_ His~ed "KTI:rtalla"-:--·;•Bl1a]ana 11--onffie-ofher'Ii"and ·is

h~~-~-!:!.?:.~~.allliL£L9~E!:>elf. -~you nm:rt-cro"b~-mra~na

~- J'his is ~-me -effect of Shravana

is that vibrations of sound which ar~ noving fron crude to sut
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tle are set in motion as against the flow in Vibrational Faculty
in which the wordly sounds are moving from subtle to crude.
This will set in a reverse motion of sounds and this will take
one up to the starting point of the Vibrational Faculty. I
have already stated that the starting point of Vibrational
Faculty and the culminating point of Primordial Faculty are one
and the same. You will therefore reach the culminating point
of the Primordial Faculty.. The stage of the Vibrational Phase
is called "Bhava ",, This is described as "Bhava-Sagara", "BhavaParavara". The word Bhava thus denotes the entire realm of
Vibrational Principle. This is the world of mundane involvements.
The Cognitive Principle (Caetanya) of this Faculty is called
Bhava and the Operative Principle (Shakti) of,the faculty is
called "Bhavnii-Shakti". This is the worldly bondage. Only
through the medium of Hari-Katha man can cross this ocean of
Bhava or the range of the Vibrational Faculty.
Th~reaf"ter c.o~s Manana, i.e ''-J;:hinkin{i; onl-z about Go_9, ~sl
sW-QJl,t-no~lse..

·ll-~_g.,theJ;..-pe'!?-se.n-e.L'.-.t.hin~,

'"-ruing, ~-r_Lbe "Brahmahood" to that person or ~g. This process is Man.;;:na.Yoli--rearn-'th-:i:-s-pFe~e.s-s-tlf'rOli'gh the medium of
'Guru Manana'. The effect of Manana would be that it will take
you from the last point of Primordial Principle or Faculty and
gradually take you to the starting point of the Primordial
Faculty.
At this point you meet the Basic Faculty or the Basic
Principle. The Basic Principle or Faculty is a point in the
unbalanced triangle of forces. It is situated at a particular
vertex of the triangle of forces. Manana can take you up to
that point.. Now what is left over point of I-hood (ego). Now
we have to wire out this I-hood. All burden, all confusions,
all considerations of respect or disrespect are in connection
Hith the "I"-. When someone does not agree with you, file a
suite in the court. Why did you take such botherations? Only
to vindicate this. all botherations and frustrations are solely
due to the unit ego. Qhe fact is that even after surrending
everything to God; the arch enemy i.e., the "I" remains. As you
Hill say "I have surrendered everything to God" - I, I, I, - my
friend, yo~urrender this "I" also_!_~jlQs:L.and--~~ur
~~nder J-!ili-~~J-All the trouble is due to this "I".
"Ratnakarastava grham
,
grhinii ca padma
Deyam kimapi bhavate
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purusottamaya
Abhiirava ~anayanapa
hrtamanasya
Dattam manah yadupate
tvamidam grhana"
After the surrender of this "I", God is satisfied as you
have reached the central point in the triangle of forces. Really speaking, the only task to be performed is to give away
everything to God. All that you possess - your body, your
name, fame, Health - everything you have received from God.
Then Hhat are you to give. to Him and hoH are you to do it? So
far you lvere giving only God's things back to Him. l~'hat you
have to give to Him is something of your OHn, This is the crux
of the matter. Someone gives you a floHer as a gift - you return the same flower to him. This is not proper, Hhy not give
your "I" to Him Hhich is the source of all
troubles, all confusions, all complications to you. Th~re is nothing dearer
to you than this •\I". It iSf.losr
dTffTCult~'up. Thus exclaim the devotee in the above
couplet, "0 God. This universe
is Your abode, It is full of
precious jeHels. Whatever valuable exists in this Horld belongs
to You. What precious gift can I
give to You?" You have no Hant
for any of these. Hhat is the use
of offering to one Hhose house is
full of precious Jewels. The almighty Prakrti is your OHn consort. At your Hill she will make
innumerable jeHels in a ~onen~
"Aghatan ghatan patiiyasi maya" the dexterous hand of this Creative Power is ever-ready to serve
you. 0 Lord of Lords, although
I have a yearning to offer You
so~ething, I do not know Hhat that
thing should be. Although I ,.;rant
to offer, You have no desire or Hant,
Hhen You lack nothing Hhat should I

•
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offer? If I could know that you do not possess any particular
thing I would offer i t to you.
0 Lord of Lords, we hear that your great devotees have
snatched your "Mana" from You. God becomes the slave of His
devotees .. A devotee steals the heart of God - almost forcefully. It is performed openly and not in secrecy., Then 0
Lord, You lack one thing -You have no "Hana". The devotees
say "Despair not 0 Lord, I am offering my Mana to You. Please
accept it".
~offer of one's Mana to God is~:L<1lDC?:§.illl§.· The inner sense of Nidhidhyas-anaTsthaE-a.'~I:.the__pr~si!:_~es ~e
,~~-~~-~__l?_::_~~trat_ed ~~ point t~~~~<:>..tt'=~~--.!.<:_:he
Parama-Purusa.
·
-- Toaay-fne human mind consists of fifty dominant propensities. Definitely when the human structure will become more
complex in the course of evolution the number of these propensities will also increase. The number of "Vrttis" is not
going to stick to fifty forever. They will increase. Similarly the number of glands will also increase and so also the
number of sub-glands. Not only the mental propensities will
increase but they will also undergo change. The concept of
beauty will also change with the change in the outlook of human
mind. An owl then may appear beautiful and a peacock ugly •
.~na therefore enables one t.Q...cross the Vibrational
-~&~-- ~a enables the crossing of the Primordial,E:acyl~.Y..
~And Nidhidhyasana makes i t possible to me..r.g~L.:w.ith.._t~--- S@E::.,~e- '
Entity. This is God realisation. The essential thing there~~s to awaken the Mantra whether one does things like
reading, writing or not. What is important is to have proper
Shravana, Manana and Nidhidhyasana.. If this is done it will
no longer be difficult to understand to do anything. Mantra-:Caetanya is sure to lead to Nantra-Siddhi or the attainment of
the Supr.eme GoaL Th:is process of Sadhana will automatically
arouse devotion,
Hhen you will come in close contact with the Supreme Entity
you will find that you have no other 1vealth superior to devotion.
All other worldly possessions proved of no avail. Only devotion
enables you close contact with Him. This is the goal of human
life., This is true progress.. You have been wandering through
the labyrinth of myriad lives and advancing forward to attain
this stage.. Kno1,ringly or unknowingly you are being drawn unto
Him. Here is the summum bonum of life.. As long as you do not
realise Him there is no Siddhi in your life .• if
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~aiL I!

geL/- anal~f-4'-d- Sant Kirpal Singhji (Indian Yogi) .•
One can gauge (measure) one's spiritual progress by the
measure of conscious control that one has over one's thought
patterns. One who has in some measure achieved this control
will not be swayed or upset by outer conditions, stresses, and
strains that one's environment may place upon one. If one cannot rise above, be in full control of, and handle with ease the
circumstances of one.' s outer environment, one will never be
able to succeed in the way of spirituality.
So the important thing is to first learn to handle your
outer environment, consisting of your domestic and working life.
He are to be judged by our actions and not by our words.. It
is from the abundance of our heart that all actions result,
whether physical, emotional, or intellectual. The mind is an
index and reflecting mirror and it truly depicts one's inner
state.. A measure of success of· how well you are succeeding in
handling your outer environment will be a gradual awareness
that you are becoming the master of your own thoughts. It is
to achieve this success that I introduced the self-introspective
charts. How many people really keep their charts properly?
Very few, if any, I am sorry to say. If the charts were to be
taken advantage of, you would see a change in your behaviour,
in your mode of thinking, and consequently, you would progress
spiritually by leaps and bounds.. The purpose of the chart is
to reflect your own inner state so that you know where you stand.
It is a tool, which if used properly, will chisel you into a
receptacle fit for the manifestation of the Master within you.
You should put just as much devotion and attention into keeping
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your chart as you put into your meditations. The following
points will give you the right understanding on the sublime
purpose behind and benefits to be had from keeping the charts.
1. When, at the end of the day, you recall your failures
in thought, word, and deed, in which direction will your mind
be turned? Natu~ally, it will go to the One who has asked you
to keep this chart,.. So keeping the chart is also remembrance
of the Master, the Guru; you are saying something to Him. If
you remember Him, then, He remembers you, and in time, you will
develop receptivity to Him wherever you may be.. There can be
no true spiritual,progress without this receptivity, and the
daily maintenance of the chart with full attention and a true
yearning to be freed from the lapses which are recorded therein
goes a long way to developing this receptivity.
2. In the Christian religion, I understand that those who
wish may make a confession of their lapses before a priest~
They may go once a month or weekly, but generally not more often
than once a week. But by keeping the chart, you are making a
confession every day, Let your confessions be honestly and
openly recorded in the various columns, so that you know where
you stand and can take rectifying action. The best and easiest
way to cure your defects is to yearn to be free of them, and as
mentioned above, to have sweet remembrance of the Master at the
time you are filling in your charts.,
3, Last and just as important as the previous, keeping
the chart should not be allowed to stagnate into a mere recording of failures, which tends to become mechanical if done
with little or no attention,. The true purpose of putting these
failures down in front of you is to make yourself aware of them
so that they may be weeded out.. But to weed them out, it is not
sufficient to cut off one or two items - you must uproot the
cause.. Once you become aware of a failure, you should be able
to trace it to a certain situation, and this then will help you
to identify the cause of the weakness in you which has to be
eliminated,. By and by, the very cause of the failure will drop
off by itself,.
So., receptivity is important for success in all phases of
life, both mundance and spiritual, and it can be achieved by
following the right understanding given above., First, one must
lead a Goct-like life; second, the spiritual charts must be maintained in the accurate way as already explained; and third, one
must learn to develop receptivity,, If you succeed in the first
two, the third will follow by itself, 11
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1.

A'c. Shamita'nanda Avt.:
After the retreat at the permanent retreat site, earlier in
August, while driving away, three Dadajis were injured in
an accident. Dada Shamita'nandaji, Dada Sa'dhana'nandaji
and Dada Raman'aji. All have recovered froB their injuries
except Dada Shamita'nandaji who is still in a lot of pain
after the operations performed on his body. He had multiple
fructures of the leg and several ribs were broken too. He
will be in Denver in a few days, propably by end of August,
to stay here until his full recovery. hie all \.,rish him a
quick recovery and our prayers, love and affection are always with him.

2.

Several new Dadas have been posted in our Sector while Dada
Sukhamaya was transfered away. The new Dadas will be Hith
us soon.

3.

Please find the expiration date for your subscription, by
looking at your address label and renev; imr:1ediately. No
special notification will be sent.
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- Suprabhata
Upon driving past an orange mailbox and up the lane to the new
retreat site on August 1st, I experienced a strong feeling th~t
there wassomethii:tg very pleasantly different about this retreat
than any I had been to in the last ten years. The idea of this
place being our own / Ba'ba's land, brought a smile from ear to
ear. From that moment on a very high devotional feeling was
carried throughout the retreat. The spirit was there even
while building the walls, pouring the cement, installing the
showers, and more.
First I had attended the ASD camp which was one big work party
from morning to night (sometimes all night). However, no one
seemed to mind the work, but rather enjoyed it and were eager
to help. Also there were some incentives such as swimming in
the clear cool river waters nearby at the end. of a hard day.
During the seminar almost every prograJII I attended was very devotional. The RU program was full of Ba'ba' stories; the Prabha't Sam'giit led by Arun was excellent; and the talks about
the construction going on was very inspiring.
Many times I felt a surge of devotion inside which brought tears
of happiness to my eyes. One day as I was sitting on the newly
poured floor in the Dharmacakra Hall I felt that even though
there is still much lacking in our work, something concrete is
really happening in A'nanda Ma'rga and will continue to happen
until Ba'ba's Mission is complete. Although Ba'ba' has given
us the signal to move ahead many times before, this time He is
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allowing some things to be accomplished.
With the experience of all the great satsung,
delicious food, uplifting programs, great
swir:u:Jing, clean air, neH facilities and our
mm place, I 1vould really encourage all
Ha'rgiis to attend the retreats at our Missouri Home in the future. You Hill surely
enjoy it.
Joy to you·. 1E

AT THE RETREAT SITE:
(1) A concrete floor Has poured in the large barn (noH meditation
hall) and insulation and dry Hall Has put up on the Halls. Also
large fans were installed.
(2) Insulation, dry wall, electricity and fans were installed
in the Brothers and Sisters dormitories.
(3) A shoHer house with toilets was built onto the back of the
dorr:titories.
(4) A screened in kitchen \vas built onto the back of the back of
the r:tain house with a vieH of the lake in front.
(5) A large Kater tank was buried underground near the shoHer
house with the water being pUr:tped to the showers and toilets.
(6) Much clean-up and r:toHing was also done to ir:tprove the scenery and reduce the tick and chigger population.

I am sure I have left out r:tany things that I did not knm• about.
Several people Here hired froD the local connunity Hith expertise in Dany areas. l~ithout their help half as ouch 1vould not
have been coopleted. The above list may sound fairly siople,
but the amount of proplanning, research and physical Hark that
Hent into it Hould be difficult to express in words. I Hant to
express ny thanks to all those Kho contributed, and expecially
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Omkarnatha, for pushing to find and secure the place, and Sudhiira, who did most of the research, planning and coordinating to bring about the improvements needed to make possible a
successful retreat.
I am sure that more funds are still needed to cover current
and future expenses for improvements. Please do not hesitate
to give your donation. Send checks to: A'nanda Ma'rga,
Rt. 2, Box 45,
Willow Springs, MO. 65793
Thank you
Suprabhata•

II

"HUMAN SOCIETY IS ONE AND INDIVISIBLE. KEEPING THIS SUPREME
TRUTH EVER FIXED IN ONE'S VISION, ONE WILL HAVE TO THINK OF
PROMOTING HUMAN WELFARE, LOVE FOR HUMANITY, HUMAN SOLIDARITY
AND UNIVERSAL FRATERNITY, AND MOVE ACCORDINGLY. NOT FOR A
SINGLE MOMENT ONE SHOULD FORGET IT NOR EVEN IGNORE IT. DUE
TO PAUCITY OF INTELLECT OR MUTUAL CONFLICTS IN THE PAST, A
VAST NUMBER OF CREATURES HAVE BECOME TOTALLY EXTINCT TODAY
FROM THE SURGACE OF THE EARTH. LET THE HUMAN BEINGS NOT
MEET THE SAME DREADFUL CONSEQUENCE."
. - Shrii Shrii. A'nandamu'rtiji
(A' nanda Pu' rn.' ima,• , 1983).
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THE POLITICS OF PREJUDICE: The Use and Abuse of Power to
Suppress the A'nanda Ma 'rga Movement is a-revealing-,-often shocking biography of A'nanda Ma'rga through several stages of
overt and covert oppression by the Indian Government from 1967
through 1982.. It focuses on three stages; first, the rise of
its popularity and subsequent suppression in the early stages,
Mr. Sarkar's imprisonment, the "State of Emergency" and the
arrest and torture of A'nanda Ma;'rga members. Second, the
events of 1977-'78, a "tangled web" which brought A'nanda Ma'rga the dubious distinction of being the only spiritual mission
to be labeled by Newsweek as one of the world's top terrorist
organizations. The Politics of Prejudice asserts that much of
this activity was-actually framed by Indian intelligence, using
the media, with possible KGB backing.. The third part deals
with the period following Mr.• Sarkar.' s acquittal and release,
his Horld tour and the brutal attacks on A'nanda Ma'rga monks
and nuns at their ashram in Calcutta. Extensively footnoted,
with an appendix containing several substantiating documents
(including a letter from Indira Gandhi), The Politics of Prejudice is a must for anyone concerned about governmental tactics of suppression and sabotage..
if
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(From "Studies in the Tantras and the Vedas" by M. P,. Pandit)
According to the Indian-tradition each Age has its Scripture, .yuga,.-sas.tra,.- governing and leading the life of the people
in the .. rightful direction-. - In the Satya Yuga (Golden Age), says
the KulaJ::'inava Tantra, the Scr-ipture is Sruti, the Revealed Word,
the Veda; in the Treta (Silver Age) Smriti,.that which is remembered and promulga-ted by the Rishis in the form of Sastras
and Smritis; in·the Dvapara (Copper Age), the puranas, treatises
which convey the doctrines of the Vedas and Smritis in a popular
garb, myth and story; in the Kali (Iron Age), the Tantra.•
The Tantras are considered by their adherents as the Sastra
supreme for tll.e curr~nt age of Kali when humanity is labouring
under a heavy load· of a~harma,.. Untruth and Unrighteousness.
I t is not practical'~n this age, they point .out, to practice
all the rituals and .a\.rsterities en]oined in the Vaidic system.
Neither the individual capacity of people nor the condition of
the collective environment of modern societies is favourable to
their.practice. For such an age the Tantra Sastra provides the
most practical and sure guide for the achievement of the goal
of life which lies.not only in its liberation-from the hold of
Ignorance, mukti, _but -also in an ample satisfaction of its basic
urges .for s,elf-existence, self-affirmation and the delight ·of
their fulf.ilment, bhakti.
The
One morning Maharishi Vyas, the author of Srimad Bhagavat
and other immortal masterpieces of literature, was taking his •
bath in a . stream near ·his mountain cottage in the Himalayas
when the. celestial sage, Narad, chanced to pass by that way~
Vyas was singing praises to Kali Yuga, and when Narad heard
this he was overwhelmed wi.th astonishment. He interrupted Vyas
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and asked him what was the meaning of praising such a Vlclous
and wicked age. Vyas, however, was renowned for his practical
wisdom and in that sphere neither Narad nor anyone else was any
match for him. He replied that Kali Yuga is the best of the
four yugas because in this age it is easier to attain spiritual
liberation than it is in other yugas. The reason is that for
liberation of soul and spiritual enlightenment the main practice
required is introspection. This practice is easier in Kali Yuga
because the mind feels so much torture by its association with
its external environment that it would eventually prefer to retreat within, where it feels more comfortable.
In the other yugas when the environment is much less hostile there is naturally less inclination by the mind to delve
within, and so i t is more difficult to realize the Self, which
is the Pearl of Great Price.
"This", replies Vyas, "is why I am praising Kali Yuga.
In this Age those who desire to have Self Realization can attain
this state more easily and more rapidly." 11

The symbol of this Kali Yuga is a figure on a horse, with
a raised sword in his hand. It is the symbol of the incarnate
Avatar of this age. It is the symbol of the Sadvipra. The
horse indicates the speed with which the Sadvipra will work.
By their speed they will bring about the desired change. The
masses will flock to them .for their leadership. The raised
sword indicates that they will always be ready to strike against
the evil forces. He/she is the incarnate Avatar who will lead
humanity to light. But all of you are Avatars - incarnations of
God. You will be the Sadvipras. You will stamp out the immoral,
evil forces. And when there is great turmoil and even the Sadvipras are troubled, Maha-Sadvipra will come to save humanity.
So work with this infinite speed, He is with you, success must
be yours .•
(Attributed to Shrii Shrii A'nandamu'rti) .•
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